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from the editor
i don’t really like talking about covid-19. That’s a kind of privilege—I’m in a position to live a fairly isolated, safe lifestyle during quarantine, so there’s not much to talk about. I’m privileged to live in a state
(New Mexico) headed by progressive decision-makers who took quick,
decisive actions to protect its residents. But that protection comes as a
privilege even within the state. As is the case in many parts of the country, there are rural Indigenous communities here that continue to be affected by COVID-19 at higher rates than the cities around them.
In one sense, I don’t like talking about the pandemic because I want
to accept its ongoing realities, not see them as temporary inconveniences, like complaining about heat in the middle of a desert summer.
In another sense, I don’t like talking about it because I feel guilty when
I face my position in the inequities above. I did nothing to earn most of
what keeps me safe.
This year’s Laux/Millar Prize-winning poem does more than talk
about the pandemic. Darius Simpson’s “And It Don’t Stop” plunges us
into an America where a summer cookout feels both glorious and defiant, where a deadly virus “means to swallow equal parts of this country
// and does // not know there are no equal parts of this country,” where
“a bad excuse for a standup imperialist” fails again and again to protect
its citizens.
When Poetry Editor Leah Poole Osowski showed it to me, I was
equally amazed by its timeliness as I was by its breadth and execution.
Relevant and honest, complicatedly beautiful, and brutally propulsive,
“And It Don’t Stop” is both an epic document of a specific moment
and a sweeping portrait of the nation’s enduring brokenness. It’s one
of the best poems I’ve read this year in any magazine—but all the L/M
Prize finalists (including a second piece by Darius Simpson) earned prize
recognition as well.

Kabel Mishka Ligot’s “Haystacks” is somehow just as intensively
sprawling as it is tightly written, like a miniature thesis on the powers
and failures of art. “What I Tell Myself” by two-time L/M Prize finalist
Cameron McGill is stunning in its description of the dualities of desire,
its inherent holiness and loneliness. In “One Way Sunset,” a poem as
funny as it is sobering, Alaina Bainbridge reaches to hold everything at
once and shows how even regret is buried within our pleasures, which
can never quite answer the questions of our longing.
You can (and should) listen to Darius read the prize-winning poem
on our website, but in the meantime, this issue is packed with even more
poems, stories, and artwork we think will challenge and move readers
in all these and many other ways. We hope you’ll spend some time with
them.
				

				Bryce Emley, co-editor

from the publisher

Man. Systemic racism in our society is the problem, and that has always
been the problem. This leads me to a quote from Saint Augustine’s University alumna Dr. Anna J. Cooper that is published in U.S. Passports:
The cause of freedom is not the cause of a race or a sect, a party or a class—
it is the cause of humankind, the very birthright of humanity.

this raleigh review issue exemplifies the struggles of humankind in
a way that speaks to the urgency of action. Alongside our fellow citizens
of the world, we advocate to help right wrongs by stopping the injustices once and for all; not through violence and not through attacks on
our necessary institutions. We begin by admitting in our country, and
in countries around the world, that racism in all its forms and from all
sides must stop.
The incidents of destruction of individuals’ livelihoods and independent businesses do not represent what many of us support most within
the Black Lives Matter movement. Still, there are many who are fed up
and there are many who are angry, so if traffic is slowed or even halts
from time to time while we are on our commute from our day jobs,
that’s just a big old dose of so what. Some have told me that everyone has
an equal opportunity in this country to succeed, and on that, I call stupidity through the lens of privilege.
With regards to defunding the police, I had to discuss the realities
with my young kids who could not sleep due to the frightening political
ads that are currently slipping into regular programming hours. I told
them that even though there are police officers who do their jobs and
do their jobs well, there are others who have always gotten away with
abusing their over-the-top power, and what we are witnessing now is
the calling onto the carpet of those abusers for their crimes. These inequities run deeper than individual police officers, but now more than
ever, abuses of systemic racism can be brought out in the open thanks to
technology. It is about time.
All I have to say to those who possess the inability to empathize past
their own privilege is—listen up, you are not The Man, and no matter how much you are led to believe you are The Man, you are not The

Some might thrive in chaos and some may have nothing to lose. Some
of us have been homeless. Some of us have come from below the poverty
line, fishing and shrimping to survive. Some of us have dug ditches and
worked on assembly lines. Some of us have worked twelve-hour night
shifts in hospitals and truck stops while studying to earn the credentials
to lead the next generations within our university classrooms. Our writers, our poets, our visual artists, and our staff are resilient. That said, we
shall continue to support and publish work that challenges as well as
entertains. We at Raleigh Review believe that great literature inspires empathy by allowing us to see the world through the eyes of our neighbors,
whether across the street or across the globe.

				

Rob Greene, publisher

melissa kwasny

the chokecherry path
Miraculously healed, the vet said, of all but old age,
your cat dozes in shade under the boughs.
This fruit, mostly pit, so I have to pick for hours,
doors opening in the distance, a neighbor
practicing his trombone, the same outdated tune
for thirty years. Back at home,
bald-faced hornets in the raspberries, infiltrating
the last of the season’s spoils,
clinging sugar-drunk, territorial, even unto the dusk.
It’s been a summer of night blooms, caddis flies
raining, creating a thick smear.
I had to stop at a gas station to scrub them off.
Grasshoppers springing from grass like inverse hail.
This heat, does it birth them?
As Bishop said, maybe we should stay where we are,
but what if here is so drastically altered?
I once watched as a woman in a kayak, pulling away
from land, caused her little dog to go crazy,
jumping into the water though she wasn’t sure
it could swim, fast before it knew what it was doing.
That image, an archetype surely—
people on board waving as a ship backs from the pier,
then panic as the left ones grow smaller.
“Farewell! Farewell!!” they wave more desperately.
Worse, when it happens quickly,
for those who never get to say goodbye, though maybe
we should say it often as we say hello.
You make one mistake and are on crutches
for months, the rest of your life irreparably weakened.
The hornets are insults, as well as insects
so dangerous that I give up: the raspberries, a summer
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Blue on the cloud-hem indicates pressure being released,
a body on the down slope, misshapen. Relative to what stays the same so long.

for away is where they go. Their quickness seen from the ground.
				
And the past, which we often misuse or misspell.

Six friends have died. My father has died. My grandparents, two cats, a beloved dog.
		Passed away, a perfect phrase,

Passing through:
		
as needles through the fine or heavy cloth
		
as clouds over the mountain—they are more transient than us
			nuages en lambeaux (torn clouds)

Last night, my mother’s dog woke me to find her drenched with sweat, passed out,
as we say, unreachable.
		
My mother, who refuses to wear her hearing aids,
		
moves unhearing into her world, her own narrative interpretations.

the cloud path

evening in the yard. I have made enough jam,
enough to share. The chokecherries
I will boil into dark purple syrup. The jars we will split,
a bargain we have waged as friends—
your tree’s fruit for my canning, my sugar and pectin.

melissa kwasny
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Morning found the river’s voice
hushed by a fog ruminating its waters still.
A resonance like the close pass of wingbeats,
as when
in the life beside this one—

though the pond hangs onto its ice daily. The dry leaves skip across its surface.
			
I love that it still holds her weight.

Do you have moments, too, when you fear everything is sliding,
					
that you are here on the melting ice-edge of loss,

[morning found the river’s voice]

raleigh review

I would watch you sleep
before all the existences (who do not dream of us)
awoke again all the old confusions.
How unstoppable are the harms
that we do. It was unfortunate you said, palms up,
not argument but observation, and I keep wondering
if the river knows
it was once other than now
—was once rain, will soon be ice, be yet another
other—and what such knowing would have changed.

5

[the heron mistakes its horizon]
The heron mistakes its horizon
for sedulous come-befores—
where reason ends in the way
the slow work of sadness means wait.
How ridiculous was most of my life.
Oar-less now, my worries and pleasures
have little changed—like this wind,
clouding the sky clean
the limits of surprise.

janice joy little | 145, 2016
12” x 15” | oil paint, cold wax
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peter d. gorman
the return of
ulysses mcphee
you may have heard the story about the prisoner who decided to
imagine his jail cell as the place he really wanted to be, and by the time
six months passed he’d warmed to it, and after a year considered it home.
Then when it came time for his release he found that he didn’t want to
leave. He begged to stay in prison, but after a brief psychiatric evaluation
they sent him away. He spent the rest of his life longing for his prison
cell.
I can tell you with full confidence that this story is false, because that
prisoner was me.
Yes, I had tried to imagine my jail cell as my home, but I never succeeded to the point that I wanted to remain there when it came time for
my release. Yet that was the story that got published and became the legend, because a prisoner who is grateful for his freedom is no story at all.
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I’d been a journalist when a colleague heard my story and printed the
legend, in those pre-internet days. Nowadays I’m a recruiter because
there’s better money in it. Also, I’d rather listen to people tell me how
great they are than how they screwed up. I know too much about that.
I’ve lived with my wife Melody in the same cul-de-sac by the highway for over twenty-five years. Only guests can hear the cars driving on
the overpass, as we long ago became oblivious to that droning sound.
There are three houses in our cul-de-sac, three couples that have been
neighbors for a generation now. Two of the three—including us—have
grown children who have moved on. Most of our time here has involved
the Turners, Neil and Tracey, the childless couple. Melody and I used to
both envy and look down on their childless marriage, but now that our
children are grown we’ve moved on from all that.
The Turners were sure to be at our house concert for the singer Ulysses McPhee. The show was Melody’s idea, and she took care of the arrangements. She’d gone to high school with the guy some forty years ago.
I couldn’t stand his music myself. But so what? It was only for one night.
It was a cold March evening when Ulysses McPhee arrived at our door
with guitar in hand, parking his tiny truck in the gravel circle that served
our three homes.
“You must be Ulysses,” I said.
He stared at me.
“The highway’s so loud here,” he said. “I hope I can be heard over all
that racket.”
“Inside you can barely hear it,” I said, knowing he would soon disagree. I shook his free hand and welcomed him into our house. He was a
big man with even bigger hands, and a confusion of coal-black hair. He
stared at me again, and I felt like I was looking into the accusatory eyes
of a cow.
Melody came into the room then and hugged him. It was the first
time they’d seen each other in forty years. I watched Ulysses smile at her,
tilting his head and complimenting the bold yellow color of her dress.
She showed him his performance area, our living room with a couple of
couches and kitchen chairs facing the fireplace. Then he went out for a
walk in our backyard, which quickly turns into a wild wood, and if you
turn right bumps up against the highway. I wondered what he went back
there looking for. I assumed some privacy.

peter d. gorman
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The Turners showed up then, unsure if they wanted drinks, and then
a couple others parked in the gravel circle and paid us for the privilege
of listening to Ulysses McPhee in our living room. We had only twelve
paying customers, which meant we lost money on the event, but that
was fine. This was a gift for Melody, even if she’d bought it for herself.
It was dark by seven thirty, showtime, and Ulysses had yet to return.
Melody went outside and found him in his truck, came back and said
he would be making an entrance shortly. Five minutes later he arrived
and walked to the front of the room without acknowledging anyone,
then checked the tuning on his guitar while Melody stood up to introduce him until he cut her off with a wave of his hand. Another minute
of tuning, then he faced the audience, standing up with acoustic guitar
strapped on his chest, and he sang to the wall at the back of the room,
above everyone’s heads. Sometimes he closed his eyes. He strummed
hard on the guitar, and never did anything but strum, which I decided
was his only option given the size of his hands. He kept pounding away
on that guitar, sometimes losing the rhythm. Also, his voice was shot.
I glanced at the others, none of whom showed any surprise at the
man’s still-recovering-from-a-cold vocals, or his limited guitar-playing
abilities, or his inconsequential lyrics. Melody looked exuberant, which
I thought was a credit to her. I felt embarrassed cohosting this performance, and hoped I was hiding it.
When Ulysses finished his last song the crowd applauded with apparent enthusiasm, and he played two more songs before saying he needed
to give his voice a rest. Only the Turners stayed around after the show,
and Neil only to assist with putting chairs away. Tracey was a big fan
though, and she hovered around Ulysses though barely speaking to him.
Melody served our guest dinner, then let me know he’d be staying the
night. I checked our son’s former room—we had a habit of assigning
guests to the rooms that matched their gender—and noted it was already
in order. The single-size bed would barely contain him, but he could
always move to the living-room couch if he needed more space.
During dinner Melody kept asking Ulysses questions about his music, playing the role of fawning interviewer. He was forthcoming until
she asked if he had a wife or children, then he turned the conversation
around and became the one asking all the questions. It was odd to see my
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wife flattered by someone else’s attention. I don’t mean “odd” in a good
way. But our guest seemed happy, and if in turn Melody was also, even
better. I had a lousy time myself.
Ulysses went to bed without even closing the bedroom door behind
him, sleeping in his clothes on top of the covers, an arm dangling over
the side of the bed and touching the floor. I closed the door, wondering
if he’d left it open because of some phobia, then joined Melody in our
master bedroom. She went to sleep with a gentle smile on her face.
in the morning we found Ulysses had already left, without a note of
thanks. “He didn’t want to disturb us,” Melody said.
“A thank-you note wouldn’t have disturbed us.”
“Not his way, that’s all.” Melody gripped her coffee mug with both
hands. “It was a special night.”
I agreed, even though I didn’t agree. We had a quiet weekend, then
went back to our offices on Monday, I as a corporate recruiter and Melody as a clinical psychologist. That evening we cooked a simple pasta
dish and then settled down to watch a Coen Brothers movie, unsure
whether we were enjoying it.
About halfway through the movie we heard a knock on the door,
which this late had to mean one of the Turners. I opened the door without concern, and then found myself staring at the imposing figure of
Ulysses McPhee.
our children have moved out of the house, but we keep expecting the
son to slip back in. A couple years ago he gave up on college and now
works in graphic arts, or possibly on a farm. Sometimes Melody gets an
email from him, mostly to say that he’s still alive. Our daughter thought
she would be a nurse but is now pre-law and will call just to talk. We see
her on the holidays. Our son did come home last Christmas, stayed a day
or two. I kept wondering what he would think to see Ulysses McPhee
dominating his bed, looking like he had pinned it in a wrestling match.
Perhaps our son would simply turn around and drive away. After his
third night here, I doubted Ulysses McPhee had any intention of leaving.
It was snowing in March, a common enough event in these parts and
yet surprising every year it happened, no one more surprised than our

peter d. gorman
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guest, who had grown up in this area. “Does winter ever end around
here?” he asked me over coffee in the morning. It was the start of his
fourth day at our house. Perhaps he was waiting for a change of season
before moving on. “Doesn’t seem like it,” I told him, and then headed
off to work.
Who was this guy?
at the office I spent some time online researching Ulysses McPhee and
found out the following:
He was fifty-seven.
He was the son of a major real estate developer.
He’d been the lead singer in the band Small Moon, which had a college radio hit in 1981.
He’d been a solo artist since 1983.
He was married for seven years, and had now been divorced for three
times that long.
He had no upcoming concerts.
Which wasn’t finding out much. I’d figured he was the same age as
Melody. I could have searched more but I always feel guilty doing these
investigations, because I’m afraid stuff about me is out there that I’d
rather no one knew. Shouldn’t I give others the same respect for their
privacy? But I wanted information, some clue as to why he’d decided to
spend an indefinite amount of time living at my house. The most interesting fact to me was that he came from big money, since he drove an old
truck and apparently took free lodging wherever he could find it.
“How long does he plan on staying here?” I asked Melody that night.
“I haven’t asked,” she said. “Does it matter?”
“Are you kidding?”
She wasn’t.
“I owe him a favor from way back when,” she said.
“You owe him more than a house concert? You owe him a place to
stay indefinitely?”
“I don’t know what I owe him, only that I owe him something. And
he’s pleasant company, don’t you think?”
I didn’t.
But I would not ask him to leave. I’d married up in the world, in every
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way. I would tolerate our guest for my wife’s sake. He couldn’t stay forever, though I supposed he could try.
on four consecutive evenings Ulysses ate dinner with us, then joined
us to watch TV if the show interested him. If not, he’d go to his room.
I guess he listened to music or read books in there. So odd that he kept
the bedroom door closed until he was ready to sleep, and then left it wide
open. It had to be some sort of phobia. Maybe a man of his size figured
he had nothing to fear when awake, but needed others to watch over him
while he slept. I’d feel more vulnerable with an open door, but I guess we
all sleep in our own way.
Of course it bothered me that he seemed to have moved in without
asking, without showing any apparent gratitude for our hospitality.
When he was in the bathroom one evening, I ducked my head into his
room and noticed that he’d taken down our son’s poster of the White
Stripes and hung up one of his former band Small Moon. Who traveled
around with posters of their former rock band? Melody found it charming. She was the music fan in the family, and the reason we had some
has-been rock star sleeping in our son’s former room every night now.
Our neighbor Tracey was also a big music fan, and she came over
two nights in a row to soak in the Ulysses McPhee aura, though she
never seemed to speak around him. Both Tracey and Neil are so shy
that I’ve never figured out how they managed to meet each other,
much less marry. They are comfortable around us, but it took several
years for that to happen. They don’t ever seem to have houseguests or
host parties, and I imagined them trying to manage with an uninvited
guest like ours.
Ulysses McPhee had been with us for five days when I came back from
work and heard him playing and singing downstairs. I had to admit he
sounded rather good. After ten minutes or so there was still no sign of
Melody, so I figured she was downstairs listening to Ulysses play for her.
After twenty minutes I decided I might as well join them and see what
they wanted to do for dinner. When I got downstairs I saw Ulysses and
Melody on the couch, and Tracey sitting on the floor, and realized that
the three of them were listening to an old Ulysses McPhee solo album.
I found this baffling. Does Bob Dylan sit around listening to his old al-
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bums with adoring fans? Does he move in for indefinite stays at their
homes and hang posters of himself on the bedroom walls?
“Hey there,” Melody said to me. Ulysses kept staring at the stereo
speakers. “Care to join us?” she asked.
I noticed she’d gotten a new haircut, and now I had more pressing
questions on my mind than Bob Dylan’s listening habits. Namely, was
my wife falling in love with someone else? She’d never shown the slightest interest in another man since we first met, but maybe she’d met her
match. She had a weakness for musicians, and here was one of her favorites, someone she’d known in high school, living in her house.
Ulysses finally spoke: “Thank God it’s Friday,” he said, as if it mattered to him. Tracey laughed as if he’d said something witty. She headed
home then, flush in the face.
We ordered in Chinese food.
on saturday i had my chance to talk alone with our guest. Melody had
to run some errands in town, so I invited Ulysses for a walk on our property and beyond. It was warmer that morning, around fifty degrees or so,
and he agreed to it after pausing to consider my offer, as if he might have
other plans. I noticed his hair had actually turned gray since his return
to our home. What more of a sign did one need that it was time to move
on? He might die of old age in a week if he remained here.
We went back in the woods, where I used to go when I wanted some
alone time at home, and where our son used to run away and got mad
that time I accidentally found him hiding in the bushes by the highway.
I think he was thirteen at the time. He then ran up to the edge of the
highway and stuck his thumb out, looking at me all the while. I nodded
my head and walked back home, though I snuck a peek first to make sure
he’d put his thumb back in his pocket and backed off the highway.
If only I could get Ulysses McPhee to stick out his thumb and get that
ride away from here. Not that I expected anyone would dare pick up a
man that size, plus his wild hair and accusatory stare.
I’d made a few pleasantries about the weather when Ulysses asked me
what I’d done time for.
“Stole a car,” I said, trying not to show that his question startled me.
I wanted to ask him where he found out I’d done time. Perhaps Melody
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had told him this, but that would have been unlike her. Perhaps he’d
found it on the internet, along with my job, my address, the bullet in my
chest, and my daughter born out of wedlock and my children born in it.
“I wasn’t even sure what I was going to do with the car. I was high at
the time. I was high all the time back then. It turned into nothing more
than a joyride, until I got caught. I’d have probably gotten a lesser sentence if I hadn’t wrecked the car.”
We walked in silence for a bit and then Ulysses said, “I used to live on
a houseboat.” I guess he considered that an equivalent confession, which
it obviously wasn’t, and made me think he was hiding something.
We stopped walking when we reached the edge of the woods and the
start of a neighbor’s simple farm. The cars droned by on the highway.
His shadow seemed to block out the sun.
“You still drink,” he said.
“I do. Not much though. Not often.” Why was he the one putting
me on trial?
He sniffed and said, “So what’s it like being married to a psychiatrist?”
“She’s a psychologist.”
“Ah. Important distinction.”
“Yes. Many people don’t realize there is one.”
I waited for him to speak, but he didn’t. I guess he had no interest in
what it was like being married to a psychologist.
We began heading back to the house, and I noticed the size of his footprints from our walk out here. Even his footprints were intimidating.
I’d still avoided the question, maybe because I dreaded the answer,
but as we walked side by side I finally asked it: “When do you expect to
move on from here?”
I could hear birds chirping away in early spring exuberance, and leaves
ruffling in the breeze, and the drone of cars on the highway, while Ulysses kept quiet. I could hear his footsteps on the mushy ground. Eventually he said, “When I’ve got a show to do.”
Which, according to the internet, wasn’t happening anytime soon.
i’m sure that bullet in the chest sounds like something from my lost
years, and it was, but entirely due to bad luck. I was in a convenience
store when it got robbed, and while hiding myself behind a row of
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snack foods, I got shot by a panicked cashier. The bullet ricocheted off
a counter and into my chest, where it stayed because the doctors determined removing it was riskier than leaving it in. At first it gave me a constant reminder of my own mortality, and a desire to live life to its fullest,
feeling grateful for every day. And then that went away, and I was just
another guy with a bullet in his chest.
You might say it was karma that I caught a bullet like that, living like I
did at the time, and I thought so too for a while, but I stopped believing
in karma. I will grant there is such a thing as luck, good and bad, but not
karma.
For example, Ulysses McPhee staying at my house was bad luck. I’d
done nothing to deserve it. And I was determined that unlike the bullet
inside me, his stay would not be permanent. It was time to confront
Melody, who appeared to be, as they say, on a different page.
since the children moved out, Melody and I have shared a time known
as second sleep. We wake up in the middle of the night, and instead of
remaining in bed we get up and sit on the couch, talk about whatever.
She might have a bit of wine. This lasts about thirty minutes, and then
we return to bed. We’ve both been surprised by how often we wake up
within ten minutes of each other in the dead of night, even if we’ve gone
to bed at different hours. I chose Saturday night’s second sleep to confront Melody, and pulled the door closed on the sleeping giant so we
could speak in the living room without being overheard.
We sat down next to each other on the couch, then I got right to it.
“Are you in love with Ulysses McPhee?”
Melody showed no offense or shock at my question. Instead she
smiled and said of course not but found my concern endearing. “He was
good to me all those years ago, when I was an awkward teenager. I’m
still grateful to him for that. And I’ve found that I enjoy having him
around.”
I got right to my next question then: “Has he told you how long he
plans on staying?”
“No, and I haven’t asked.”
“And it doesn’t strike you as odd that someone moves in without saying how long he plans to stay?”
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“I suspect because he doesn’t know yet.”
“He told me he’s staying until his next gig, which he doesn’t have yet.”
“So there is an end date.”
“Not necessarily. At least there isn’t one now, and there might never
be. I just don’t get it. Why stay here when he can afford luxury? He
comes from big money. He’s not doing this for financial reasons.”
“Coming from big money doesn’t mean he has access to any of it.”
“I suppose not.”
“And why shouldn’t we help him out? He’s had a rough go of it.”
“Haven’t we all?” I said. But I knew I’d had a better go of it than most.
Better than I deserved.
I leaned my head back on the couch. “Have you noticed he’s going
gray? I mean since he returned. He’s aging before our eyes by staying
here.”
“He’s already gray. He dyes his hair, or did. Maybe he feels so comfortable here that he no longer dyes it. He can just be himself.”
“Maybe. Or maybe he’s just out of hair dye.”
We returned to bed, and I felt no better.
ulysses’s tiny truck was parked in the gravel circle for the entire week.
Each time I came home from work, it was there. I doubted he had used
it since his last arrival here. Even if you loved your guest home, wouldn’t
you want to get away from it sometimes? Even just to drive around?
Once I came home to find neighbor Neil out in his front yard. He
pointed at Ulysses’s ever-present truck, and then extended his arms in
an expression of bafflement. No doubt he was just as confused—and
possibly as concerned—as I was about our seemingly permanent guest.
Neil and I needed to talk.
that sunday, Melody did a batch of laundry for Ulysses while he played
on the Xbox. I decided to go next door and chat with Neil. He nearly
smiled when he saw me at the door, which for Neil was an emotional
outburst. I know him well, though I know so little about him. To put it
another way, I know Neil, I just don’t know his details. I didn’t even know
anything about his job, only where he worked. He thanked me for coming.
“Tracey’s out,” he said. “At the store, I guess.”

peter d. gorman
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I followed him into the living room. He sat down so I did the same.
Neil spoke without making eye contact. “This Ulysses McPhee guy,
do you think he’ll ever move out of your house?”
“That’s actually what I wanted to talk about. He’ll leave eventually,
but when?”
“Can’t you just kick him out?”
“Melody wouldn’t go for that.”
Neil shifted in his chair. “My wife is over at your house all the time
now.”
“I’m aware.”
“She’s a big fan of your houseguest.”
I’d been anticipating this conversation for at least a couple days, and
yet I found myself unsure what to say. Neil wanted me to say something
reassuring. “He’s a nice guy,” I said.
“Is he? I hadn’t noticed.”
I hadn’t either.
“And this guy’s a has-been,” Neil said. “I’ve been doing some research
on him. One hit, and that was it. Actually no, he had another hit about
fifteen years ago, but it was an old song that got used in a movie, so he
had a bit of a comeback.”
“I didn’t know this.”
“Yeah. He was a has-been, then got a bit of fame again, then it was
back to obscurity. He’s been a has-been twice.”
Neil looked at me. “Did you know he was in rehab?”
I didn’t know. Neil had done research for both of us. I started to wonder if he’d ever done research on me. Meanwhile I knew less about Neil
than I did most of my coworkers. I imagined googling Neil and getting a
“your search contained no matches” response.
“Rehab, then a second hit, then a scandal . . .” Neil paused. “Though
it’s unclear how much of it was true.”
I waited for Neil to explain that last part, but he let it dangle. “So why
should Tracey care so much about a guy like that?”
“She just likes his music, I’m sure.” Though I wasn’t so sure. “That’s
how it is with Melody. Just a big fan of his music.”
“You think that’s it?”
“Definitely.”
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I wanted to say something about Melody being an old friend of Ulysses, but that seemed to incriminate Tracey more. She had much less
excuse for fawning over a has-been singer.
“I suspect that having Ulysses around makes them feel so much
younger.” I paused, then added, “He has not had that effect on me.”
Neil lowered his voice, speaking mostly to the floor. “First time I’ve
felt jealous since I got married. Bit late in the game to be feeling that for
the first time, don’t you think?”
Well, yes. So we had that in common.
Poor Neil then looked at me like I was the boss who’d just told him
he’d lost his job. “Can’t you just tell him that it’s time to move on?”
I honestly thought he had nothing to worry about. If Neil and Tracey
weren’t a couple, people who knew them would’ve played matchmaker
to make them one. Maybe that’s how they originally met. When people say opposites attract, they don’t mean Neil and Tracy. Though if
you told my psychologist wife that opposites attract, she’d say, “Hardly,”
then add that people are too distinctive to be put into categories such
that any of them can be defined as opposites. Actually she’d only say that
to me. To you she’d merely nod and smile as if in agreement.
“Just tell him it’s time to check out of your house,” Neil said.
And I thanked Neil for this advice, knowing that in a similar situation
he would never do that himself.
i couldn’t simply ask ulysses to leave though, not without getting
Melody’s consent first. I needed him to figure it out for himself, but
how? By telling him a story, I decided. And I knew of a good one.
After a dinner, during which we listened to the debut album of Small
Moon with a young Ulysses McPhee on vocals, I volunteered that Ulysses and I would do the dishes. He stared at me like I’d served him ice
cream in a dog bowl.
It was story time. While I washed and he dried, I told him the story
of a prisoner who decided to think of his jail cell as his home, and in
doing so became so attached to it that when it came time for his release
he wanted to stay. “He could no longer go out in the world because he’d
convinced himself that his prison cell was where he wanted to be, but of
course it wasn’t. True story.”
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Ulysses continued clumsily drying the dishes in front of him. Then he
said, “I heard that’s an urban myth.”
Oh well.
i’d hardly expected my story to work, but thought it worth a try. The
problem as I saw it was that he was trapped in his past, where he thought
he wanted to be, and where he felt he was so long as he stayed here. He
got a boy’s bedroom and an adoring fan or two, and as such got both
something of his childhood and of his success as a young man. He also
got someone to do his laundry and free dinners. Why should he ever
leave?
And so I was surprised the next evening when I returned from work
and found that his truck was gone, because it had never been missing
before. Once inside I poked my head into his room and saw no sign of
his things.
“He’s gone?” I asked Melody, who was sitting at the kitchen table
with a glass of wine in front of her. She nodded and quietly said, “Apparently so. I’m not sure what happened.”
But I knew. My story had worked. It got through to him and made
him realize that our house had become a prison from which he needed
to flee. That was the only explanation for his sudden departure. And I
was damn proud of myself.
Once again he’d left no note of thanks, or made his bed for that matter. He’d simply packed his suitcase and driven off. My elation was short
lived, though, as Melody’s considerable disappointment was evident.
She spent the rest of the evening staring at the stereo, listening to old
Ulysses McPhee albums. But she’d get over this soon enough, and I had
a drink to that.
the next day was my most productive one at work in months. I was so
exuberant that one of my coworkers asked if I’d won the lottery, and I
said, “Probably.” Why explain?
When I returned home that evening, I saw Neil out in his front yard,
paying particular attention to a stump. I sensed he was out there waiting
for me, wanting confirmation that Ulysses McPhee had truly moved on,
and I was eager to share the news.
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“Tracey says your guest has moved out,” he said.
“It’s true,” I replied. “He left sometime yesterday.”
Neil nodded. “She didn’t seem too happy about it.”
“My wife feels the same way. They’re big fans. It’s different for them.
But they’ll get over it soon.”
“I suppose you’re right.”
We chatted for a bit about Ulysses McPhee, trying to guess where he’d
go next, then we both started walking back into the woods. Funny how
that is sometimes—two people are on the same wavelength, and they
move together without needing to speak. The woods smelled of spring,
that tobacco smell of fresh bark mixed with the pungent dirt. Even the
highway drone sounded welcoming, people moving on down the road
(as they should). Everything seemed fine now. We got on with our lives.
two days later at the end of an evening, I was washing a few dishes
and thinking that I was almost missing Ulysses but unsure why, thinking that maybe it was all to do with my wayward son, who honestly was
a better man than I’d been at his age. Maybe I hadn’t minded so much
having Ulysses around because he filled a gap, and maybe that was true
for Melody too. Though maybe there was nothing more to it than she
was simply doing her old friend a favor by giving him a place to stay plus
the adulation of a couple loyal fans, and maybe I felt a bit guilty that I’d
wanted her friend out of the house.
I was thinking about all this when I heard a vehicle pull into our gravel
circle, and I had a bad feeling about it. I hurried to the front window,
and there I saw Ulysses McPhee get out of his truck, sniff the air, and
glance in the direction of our house.
What had I done to deserve this?
But I knew what I’d done, and right then I started believing in karma
again. This was payback for everything that had gone my way that
shouldn’t have since my misspent youth. I was stuck with this guy just
like I was with the bullet in my chest.
At that moment I wanted to hide, or run outside and curse him, demand an explanation for his return and then tell him that regardless he
needed to leave right now, though I knew it wouldn’t do any good. Part
of me wanted to say to him, “Fine, you won. Welcome home.” Part of
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me wanted to get in his truck and drive it away. All of me was resenting
him. Then I watched Ulysses pull a suitcase out of the back seat, followed by a guitar, and with his hands full, begin a slow walk up to the
Turners’ front door. ◆

gabriella r. tallmadge

tidal
Those who love the ocean are drawn
to being overwhelmed,
have wondered about drowning. At seventeen
I’d drive to the beach
to walk into the water fully clothed and see
how far out I could get
before I felt panic. The heaviness of my jeans
pulling at me,
the waves more like wet blankets dulling
my will for safety.
Back then I’d wade my body into each
night intent
on destroying it. To every boy said
Have this.
Became secretive as cinder block,
the moon’s moons.
As clover roots, as the raven. As
the glass shattered
in the street. Just as rude. I fell
forward in the mud,
took on earth into my lungs.
The world I wanted
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I devoured. Wanted it to rise me, wanted
more to down.
And though I thought I wanted secrets,
I couldn’t have
been clearer. I led whole parades through
the living room
announcing my exile, waving my arms
like slashed banners.
There was nothing I didn’t want.
I wanted to be left,
I wanted to be with somebody.
After slicing my foot
on coral, I wanted what poured out
to be endless,
to let myself be emptied. To feel myself recede
and then horizon.

janice joy little | 124, 2018
24” x 18” | oil paint, cold wax, tissue paper
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to fox tail, whose many songs
were taken
In the gift shop, your tail hung disembodied by the register—
priced pom-pom of fur to be bought as a souvenir.
That night I dreamt your body intact, whole again as afterimage.
And your nocturne in the den of my liver ever since.
When faced with a downed tree after flooding, you said
the path is my nape. You said to watch the branches
of the Manzanitas, how they balm their fists in pools
of shadow. The scabbing over of lichen in rows.
Everywhere are monuments to survival. Lightning, drought,
wildfire. You said notice how, topping a breeze, birds slide,
shuck the pale light off. Trill and tune the air. What moves inside
their bones hovers close to instinct of verse. Of course, you have
no word for it: the flight inside the bird. Keep moss close,
you said, she is lush in her infinite form. Like the sky knows
to stretch and hold the hand of music, the air widens and
the light becomes more than light and deeper than mirror.

alaina bainbridge

finalist for the laux / millar poetry prize

one way sunset
I study light through a pinhole
until I can see the skyline the way fish do—
all at once. In class we learn
the horizon has two sides:
our side,
and the side just over the curve.
Duel horizons make sense to me.
When I was eight, I almost drowned
swimming to the ocean’s edge,
at seventeen,
I fucked a married man
every Tuesday for a whole year.
Even as I watch the sky
rush into entirety, I wait for my body
to fill with something other than just light,
I wait to become bigger than myself—
a sunset too wide for the sky.
Once, at a Sheetz in California,
a man I wanted to love asked me:
What’s wrong with you? Why can’t you just be happy?
And as I bit into my onion rings I told him:
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I wish I knew, Bud.
But every evening I still sit on my bed,
open the window, and listen to the children,
shouting in the warm, dimming air:
Catch me! Catch me. And as the light hits
the golden hoop of my earring,
I look up past the blush curtain
billowing in the cooling air, past
lighted pines, past rows and rows
of houses and ask
to no one in particular:
what if everything is just a little further out?

maxine patroni

the narrows
On the day
he proposed,
his fist
tightened
around
gray stems
of lavender.
He didn’t
get down
on one knee,
but he did
remember
the flowers.
It was magic—
how his hands
could do
two things
at once:
cupping
my chin
in his palm,
he said,
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forever—
his callous
touch
no different
than what
he was promising—
endless moments
of terror.
That afternoon,
danger
gathered
in his eyes
or was it
in the clouds?
It was
as if
even
the wind-bent
trees
were muttering
don’t.

janice joy little | rest, 2018
30” x 30” | oil paint, cold wax
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manzanita
Little sheep’s head, little cough
in the cold, all our hues
of blue luck. My mind like a glacier
making its way to the drop off.
On shore, you’re in a village
wise with fish. I see you
in the market, your lips sneaking
up in the corners, your trousers
loose, your boots black. For some,
freedom is a sea. For others,
it’s a sea they aren’t bound to.
You’re the little apple of my lashes,

trina askin
the other world

little oyster of this dock.
Of all the wilds, I want this one.
Of all the lusters to be inching
toward, I choose you.
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love, when he shoots me there are birds everywhere in the room, and
so the feathers are red and wet, and I cry. Something about it reminds me
of the way we would watch beautiful things from your window when we
lived in the religious dormitories in those hills. Everything was a watery
blue from how high up we were in your room—the small city underneath, the tips of the mountains, the cola and bread truck pollution, and
the Saturday noon sky, yet the birds always seemed to be red birds. Some
of them so fast and together like firecrackers first beginning.
And Love, in the dream where he shoots me, it isn’t you who shoots
me, but him. You’ll shoot me later and in real life, real orange sunlight
breaking the frost of my window. Window of my compassionate brother’s shed because I have never had a life of my own or one that does not
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feel temporary. He and his wife and children will be out when you shoot
me, and I will be sad for them to find out later because they thought I
had a real friend in you. The lambs and cattle will hear, but they are used
to that sort of sound, that generous raising up and then time for the
bruising and leaving.
Sometime before the shooting, my older brother called my father on
the phone, and said, “It’s nice to see her happy again, to finally see her
have a friend. I think this one is a good influence on her. I think she is
becoming who she was always meant to be.”
I was too old to be talked about this way. But there was something
very kind and sincere about it.
It will be heartbreaking for my brother to find out you shot me. There
will be wounds and gushing, but I won’t be dead. And my brother will
ask questions. And he’ll find out all this time together we were doing
drugs like those deadbeats on TV I was afraid of becoming because my
skills weren’t practical, and I was a dreamer and found myself dreaming to a point it was too late to really live this life. When I would watch
the TV, deadbeats in front of judges or vintage hosts, it was always the
same—their stringy hair, their spandex and baggy stained t-shirts, their
hollering about why sex and fraud was their right as well as walking
out on the kids and the bills: “Ain’t no damn woman going to tell me I
wasn’t doing my part.” And then you could see the dope and other drugs
in their eyes, making it even harder for them to be looked upon with any
sort of empathy or love.
“No, you’re not like them, you’re just an old soul and sometimes that
makes it hard for your talent and your heart to be appreciated,” my father would say as I cried on the phone, asking if I was like them. He
would tell me I was a poet and a saint and it was hard for the ones like
me to find a way in the world to be supported, adding, “So don’t worry
about taking from the generosity of family.” I never had the heart, or
maybe it was protecting my pride to tell him, real poets had money from
books, not self-published packets sometimes sold for a couple of bucks
at the farmers market, or they were intellectual enough to get college
teaching jobs. I could have reminded him too that saints were disciplined
enough to live in convents or skilled enough to do social work for communities. Anyways, even if I said that, he probably would have just said,
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as he usually did when I’d go on about being a waste, “Well, who would
take care of your Grandma Geraldine? You’re so good with her. How
you bring her those favorite apples from the Abbey Orchard and marshmallow ice cream bars from Hank’s Mart and watch with genuine joy
those Andy Griffith and Donna Reed reruns. She’s a whole hour away
and you’re the only one who can visit her. And who would help feed the
animals on your brother’s farm? Who would help watch the boys when
Todd and Judy are out?”
All that love, trust, and unwarranted admiration, I am going to lose.
I was in love with a good man’s wife and doing drugs with her. That’s
what everyone called him, the good man. I was doing drugs with the wife
of a good man. I was doing drugs with you.
My mother knew there had been something wrong with me all along,
always going on saying, “Are you taking the medication from Dr. A? I
just want my bright and joyful girl back, that’s all. The woman you were
supposed to become, that’s all. I want her back. Is that too much? Is that
too much to ask?”
When I told her I got a three-hour-a-day activities helper job at the rec
center, she said, “Oh yeah, that will pay the bills when you’re on your
own. Good thing you have your brother Todd to take care of you and
Judy to put up with you. I never had a brother like that. If I didn’t have
a brother like that, maybe I’d be living the free-roaming life. Are you
doing drugs?”
I wasn’t then. And she wasn’t serious. She wasn’t serious about anything to do with me. There was nothing about me to be taken seriously.
I just got in my car, all daydreamy, and drove most of my days.
This is how it all began again or how it was when I saw you again,
after all those years. You were with him, and his child—fast food, Americana, and from the cathedral-shaped jukebox, real rodeo music, you held
him, the small boy, small halo of heavenly moons and wonder. As all
small boys seemed to be presented in that year. And you danced with
his cheek pressed to yours, the warmth to let you know you were someone of great love. And your man lifted his cowboy hat, folded his yellow
bag of burger grease and hollered, “Yeah! that’s my woman. Yeah! that’s
my woman and my son.” Then after a whistle, he went on a little sadly,
“She is so good for him, you know with his mother gone and in jail.
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His mother did so many drugs, so many drugs. She was never there for
him. She was not a good woman. Good women don’t do drugs. Fucking
deadbeat.” Then he wept, and his love for you was too much to bear.
Love, you did not want to be my lover anymore, so we did drugs
instead. You said you remembered when I was good, when we lived in
the holy dormitories of foot washing and cinnamon bread baking for
the poor. And now it is all drugs: gels and powders, syringes and fluffy
frosted cake of yellow and pink carnations. All this in the shed where I
was a temporary guest of the married but priestly brother, who thought
maybe I would become okay again.
But then you moved on the rolling blue field so near, and my whole
world became a haze of what might have been and was not because I was
no longer even a blur of what you once called your beautiful thing.
“Have you ever heard a gunshot? Have you ever heard a gunshot?”
he asked me as I was out for a stroll. You all were still new in this place. I
was still lonely. The Christmas tree was wrapped on your station wagon
roof. He began to saw off the rope and told me not to be alarmed if I
heard a shot, that there were bears sometimes and he would do it for the
good of his family; he would protect you. Then you chimed in to say,
“He’ll even protect you. He is a good man.”
And then you kissed his black beard, lined with grey and grit, and
rubbed his flannel lumber coat.
One night, you all came to the family barbeque, when you were more
in the couple-and-family club of my mother and father, my brother and
his wife and kids. When you all left, my mother and I did the dishes in
my brother’s kitchen, and as I soaked the pot of potato and ham residue
in the blue soap bubbles, she gave me a lesson in how to do it better, how
to be a better woman. Then she went on about how my friend, that is
you, had really blossomed, and was now a better woman. That you had
found yourself a good man, and that I could too if I grew up, trusted
myself better, trusted the world and all its good men.
And when he shoots me, he says it’s because I got his woman to do
drugs and he is right, and I am sorry. It’s just everything in my life got so
dark and sad and then you came back and when we did drugs, the army
green linens of my bed became a meadow. And on drugs, you held me
close—your eyes were rained on wet orchids, soft twinkles of light as
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the bronze warmth reappeared. While outside, we heard the echoes of
labor—soft hammering, the good men, the good men, wheel repair, the
good men, the good men, and shooting back in the mossy green of the
grey woods. So much the good men and their sacrificial blood and veins
and all the shooting.
But it’s you who shoots me, I keep forgetting. He just watches. He
just says the parts from those dream shootings about getting his woman
to do drugs. He just roots you on and says, “Yes baby, yes baby!”
You say you’re sorry but that you have to do it. That one day when
I’m in real love, I’ll know what it is to try to kill for this kind of man.
And when you do, I fall to the cold hard floor and it’s the smell of the
aged white clover just outside the open door that makes me cry more
than the wound. It’s the way I remember how after being caught in
the rain running back from our market rounds to collect for the food
pantry in the stone cellar of the church, we warmed ourselves in your
shower. One by one, but it was something to be washed within where
you washed. And we crawled in the warmth of your blankets and fell
asleep to the bell sounds of vespers and the country radio left on a taxi’s
AM static. And the tattoo on your shoulder, beneath the waves of your
black hair, glowed as a comet in my palm as the dusk darkened the room.
And in the night we would see that the rain turned into snow as we
watched buckets of salt be poured down a roadside ’70s rust-brown motel across your window. And within the orange headlights, it was like
watching the shredding of a thousand stars. ◆
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melanie tafejian

vacation boyfriend

from my stomach in the cold waves.
A sailboat far out—a grain of rice
I hold between the pinch of my fingers.

Kosovar tourists have not yet come
to oil their bellies or eat grilled corn
while waves lick their toes.
The restaurant balcony empty
save for us—three American women,
two Albanian men and a young
chef (a friend of the men).
Sea air—still crisp in May,
towels hug our goose-bumped knees.
An eerie lack of goat bells here, only
construction sounds. Prepping for summer,
jack-hammers, pop music.
E disappears, emerges—palms full
of washed strawberries—pink
juice seeping into his white shirt,
he cradles the fruit to his stomach,
asks us to eat. He looks
how I imagine Christ, devilishly
handsome, five o’clock shadow,
and feeding the hungry. I call them
boys—E and T, especially
when they’re rolling joints, laughing.
But they are men. They want
to marry us and we love it.
The chef grills us each a trout,
eyes translucent as thin clouds
in the coming sunset. The fish, nestled
with gold potatoes—a lemon wedge.
At night we sleep in orange tents
propped on the barren sand.
In the morning I wash semen
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jai hamid bashir

ark

cameron mcgill

finalist for the laux / millar poetry prize

what i tell myself
We eat halved globes of clementine on bedsheets. Circled like sun
in love's redeeming stains. This, a thirst that rolls each wave.
Lives spent devoted to comprehending an appetite.
On a cornflower-colored mattress, even the world floats
on fins of blue sharks. There, floods of nirvana
of teeth and teeth. We are far and obscure in hidden water.
Love nothing as brief as clouds. Only the sun makes
love as hot as the salt off the mule’s rocky shoulders,
the mane braided with dandelions, each labor gently
bribed with sugarcubes to bite the bit. I dare you:

When I entered her, I was apologizing
to you. My tongue on her spine
spelled your name that was slipping
between the night and my teeth. The truth is
I was fixing my heart against yours.
With the drapes swimming with the moon.
When her back was the slope of a horse’s nose
in a dark pasture in Tolono, I was kneeling
inside the chapel of you. And here
I don’t know what to say.
There was no dream when we finished—
my want, a pear tree bare against a wall
and a bird sewing the night shut with your name.
Hear me it says, and means it.

gift me your faith. Once, fingers tattooed with birdcages.
We are the doves who know this glide like a bow.
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winner of the laux / millar poetry prize

and it don't stop
marvin gaye’s lyrics drip // slow honey out of the boombox // layers of
smooth talk spillin over aluminum pots // between the simmerpop of
canola oil // backyard full of red kool-aid grins with drumstick bones
for teeth // sucked clean // full lips licked by moist midwest july air //
brown skin battered in lotion and deep fried by sunlight // rainbow plastic barrettes percussing against the slickshine of hair grease // inside the
spinning nucleus of blurred jump ropes // tiny relentless stomps beating a familiar song into asphalt chalk // tender rib meat pressed against
every other mouth // like a protective mask // cigarillo smoke dribbling
thick off the bottom lip of all men in attendance over 30 // plastic tip
if ya old school // wood tip if ya fancy // wine flavored if you lookin for
a plus one to disappear the night with // at all times red solo cup hands
are itchin for a dance partner // itchin for a melody that curls hips into
a question about the space around them // at all times there is a foldout card table huddled with hunched backs // grownfolk slappin somethin white and black against the tabletop // might be bones // might be
spades // might be dice // at all times notyourchild is asking you for a
bite of something you did not cook // and ya grandmother is bent over
a lit stovetop performing surgery // and ya auntie is takin notes by the
sink for her apprenticeship // and ya other auntie is patrollin the yard //
passin out water // so no one blacks out // or throws a punch // at least
not until the kids get their plates // and ya big cousin is in a car down
the street // breaking down a whole forest worth of green into a paper
tunnel // and this is the scene // for the 112th day in a row // four months
ago a bad excuse for a standup imperialist said national emergency //
after bodies had already piled // some folks recognize negligence by how
many times a president blinks during a speech // some homes never
floated again after hurricane season // some of us learned the language of
genocide as government assistance // offered posthumously // this new
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name for contagious death // says it means to swallow equal parts of this
country // and does // not know there are no equal parts of this country
// in response we // who survive all things levied agains us // decide if
we gon die we might as well dance // and it started in a backyard on the
east side // with the jingle of a chrome chain collar around a rottweiler’s
neck // sounded like a makeshift frankie beverley cover // and it spread
to all the houses on one block until the whole neighborhood burst into
a coordinated line shuffle stretching through liquor store intersections
and up the side of telephone poles and on the top layer of pool water and
pool tables and it spread like a virus from one hood to the next niggas
of all hair lengths and skin types two-steppin in unison to the tune of
another armageddon that swears it won’t discriminate like the last one
so we fix it a styrofoam to-go plate equipped with two protective layers
of foil and a slice of poundcake individually wrapped in silver and soon
you can't tell the difference between the last song at one cookout or the
first song at the next which makes yesterday seem like only rumors of
white quarantine tents and military attacks on poverty and failed health
care and look it’s not that pandemic don’t sound like serious business
but we tried goin out in prayer and in protest and in front lawns and on
balconies and if this might be a repeat of our last failed rebellion let the
bass be so loud we can’t hear the bodies drop.

darius simpson
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last call

janice joy little | 51, 2018
16” x 24” | oil paint, cold wax, tissue paper
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i say i need to drink less and tonight is the third night in a row that my
left hand is a short glass of whiskey. does that make me a liar, or an escape artist? and does it really make a difference on a san francisco sunday where the shoreline is coughing up hazmat suits? haze of unclearing
throats meandering toward a bluepinkgold pacific backdrop. N95 means
more to civilians now than it should. election season means we may not
make it to the ballot and perhaps this disaster was man-made. perhaps if
we had emptied more magazines in the right direction there would be
less obituary on the east side this morning. my therapist who is neither
licensed nor a therapist speaks fluent empty shot glass. exchanges horror
stories from the workweek across a wooden countertop confessional.
asks, what you runnin’ from? i say, you right, pour another one and watch
me never run anywhere again either it goes down gasoline or ice water.
either way our session ends with my legs stuttering into a dancefloor.
to be clear, after two drinks anywhere my left foot lands is a dancefloor
and i’m floating toward the sweet spot in the crowd where bent knees
begat spiraling backs. where sweat is offered up in praise to the DJ’s intuition. hooked elbow swung around the neck of my new best friend
who was a stranger 30 seconds ago. until that one song when the entire
venue faded to background noise while we—gods of saltwater skin, uncles who inherited the groove from our grandfathers, backyard two-step
practitioners challenged by what you know bout this?! and trained to kill
that shit—fastened our eyes on the precision of each other’s poplock.
mirrored lean with rock and harlem shake with dougie. one of us cast an
ayyyyeee! spell while the other spun the floor into red velvet. twisted the
air into a thanksgiving kitchen humid. liquor has a funny way of ironing
the wrinkles out of introductions. so 3 or 4 hours or shots or bathroom
breaks in there we were bouncing limbs in the middle of no one’s living
room. for a splitsecond thought we might’ve been immortal if we just
drank enough midnight. if we absorbed enough brown elixir. but we
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know what moonlight does to black bodies when the music stops. what
uniformed wolves linger beyond the overwhelming exchange between
bass drum and ear drum. how quickly the end of a song can bleed into
a more lasting quiet. happy endings are for white women. glass slippers
were invented by white men. glass slippers make for a messy dance floor.
glass slippers make it hard to run from sirens.

james hartman
escape
i hadn’t been outside in ten months when I volunteered, so I was excited. I thought being outside would be an escape. If I could just breathe
that clean free air, I would be okay. But I was more imprisoned out there
picking up trash than I was inside my cell. Even outside, I couldn’t get
out. A torn Tootsie Roll wrapper reminded me of the candy I could no
longer give my little girl. Peanut M&M’s were Cynthia’s favorite—you
could hear her crunching them from the basement. Squealing, she’d dig
her hand into the bag until those things overflowed her palm. A muddy
receipt for twenty-five dollars of unleaded gas conjured up Bethany on
the couch, wearing nothing but white panties, as she picked up the remote and asked me what I would like to watch tonight. A muddy receipt for twenty-five dollars of unleaded gas reminded me that it did not
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matter how many times you promised you wouldn’t drink again, or at
the very least would not get in your car to drive to the store for more
liquor because you already drank what you bought five hours earlier.
A muddy receipt for twenty-five dollars of unleaded gas reminded me
that no matter how desperately you knew you could not risk losing everything, you still managed to believe you were untouchable. That this,
right now, this was the time you would absolutely overcome the problem
and, once you did, it would absolutely never inflict itself on you again. A
muddy receipt for twenty-five dollars of unleaded gas reminded me that
three DUIs in two months and the loss of your wife and baby daughter
was the price you paid for believing that you were so fucking invincible.
A crinkled Dasani water bottle reminded me how disgusting liquor
really was. But of course it was disgusting only when it wasn’t available.
Because that’s what you had to tell yourself. You had to persuade your
mind of an alternate faith: liquor is gross and it will ruin your body and
destroy your life. And yet when you saw it sitting on that shelf it was so
alluring, and it was delicious and so rejuvenating when it dropped down
your throat like a hot, explosive bomb of life.
I wondered if Bethany was visiting her father in New Hampshire for
Christmas. When you see people’s faces melting with joy and wonder
as they receive a gift, that was Bethany’s face as she watched Cynthia
and me open ours. A withered black apple core reminded me of that.
A withered black apple core reminded me that they had not visited me,
or called me, or answered any of my calls. They said they were leaving, I
had signed the divorce papers, and so they were gone. But still you could
not believe it. A withered black apple core reminded me how much I believed that none of this could ever happen, not to me. A withered black
apple core reminded me that I had been even drunker on my vanity.
A broken red rubber band reminded me that I had three years left
on my sentence, followed by two years of probation and court-ordered
community service and AA meetings.
I picked up more things, and they reminded me of nothing—they
reminded me of everything. My orange nylon bag grew with weight as
tiny snowflakes slowly glittered the air, landing on the points of grass like
unexpected treasures. I watched them dissolve, amazed. How easily they
could all just disappear.
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One of the guards blew the whistle, and we walked back to the bus.
The bus drove to a landfill, and one-by-one we stepped down off the
bus, carrying our big orange nylon bags, the guy behind me complaining
quietly that he hadn’t found anything useful to shank one of the guards
with. He laughed.
Everyone walked ahead to empty their big orange nylon bags. They
shook them out carelessly, not even looking. Watching them do that, I
became uncomfortable. I got angry. Everyone was still shaking out their
big orange nylon bags when I walked back to the guard standing by the
entrance to the bus.
“Empty your junk, Keith,” he said. “Let’s keep this moving.”
“Yes, sir,” I said, and I pulled out of my big orange nylon bag the
broken red rubber band, the crinkled Dasani water bottle, the withered
black apple core, the muddy gas station receipt. I looked down at everything in my hands. And then I handed everything that was in my hands
to the guard, and because when anyone begins handing you something
you often open your hands for it, out of reflex, the guard reached out,
and everything that was in my hands was now in his. ◆

james hartman
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johnny lorenz

incantation before occupying
the streets
I pour rum on the earth for Exú
who tangles the routes of my enemies

in their cages my body cannot be held
their dogs cannot smell my blood

my body is the arrow of Oxóssi
my body is the storm of Iansã

my body is an envelope
sealed by the tongue of Saint George
my body is the stone in the sling of David
my body is the battle-axe lifted
by the arm of Xangô

fire is the sign of my waking
fire is the sign of my wrecking

their barricades cannot stop my walking
my body is not expressed
by one metaphor

I walk on streets of pollen

it becomes what it must
I pour rum on the earth for Exú
who hides a knife in his hair

the doors of my body are locked
with the keys of Saint Peter
flaccid in their hands
their clubs shall not touch me

those who wish to hurt me
take their positions
by their droning mosquitos
my body cannot be tracked
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their handcuffs turn to gossamer

tear gas shall not blind me
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my eyes have been washed
in the milk of Mary

their words shall not corrupt me
their bullets find only my shadow

hussain ahmed

satellite phone call to
peacekeepers
There are different spectrums of silence,
all of which originated from sign language.
silence is a form of prayer,
but it’s not enough to make you escape mourning.
the muezzins swallowed their tongues
so, it does not get stained with the smoke in the air.
the minarets were castles of ghosts after the new millennium,
and the weeks that followed, we prayed in our rooms.
the soldiers marched on our empty streets,
each of their steps were whispers of incantations.
red strings hang on the butt of their guns,
it shows they are entropies of solitude
in a body that’s also a confluence of ghosts in uniforms.
we praised them in repeating soprano patterns when we heard gun shots.
the avocado tree was set on fire to keep us warm,
all the fruits were buried in the ashes and they ripened by sunrise.
the girls woke up with stains on their skirts—
at the phone booth, we asked that a call be placed to the lighthouse,
where the ghosts of our dead husbands gather to keep the water warm.
we raised our voices until our lips ripped
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closer to the water
the ghosts of my aunties orbit around my head
until it becomes a ring of memories
ilẹ̀ ni ó gbé àwọn ìbùdó ró
the scar is a map of a new country
that hold the roots of sago palms
from across the bridge where I call home
I found a boy with eyes that are blobs on clay walls

the sky is closer to the bridge at night		
in my pockets are capsules of griefs		
& each oscillation contracts my eye		
omi ni ó gbé ọmọ ènìyàn ró			
inherited from the fire 			
where ashes are made into potteries 		
for a heart full of old letters 			
I found a pen that has no ink in it		

triptych: satellite phone call
to the boy on a bridge

we paid the price of chaos with our blood,
for our daughters are diaries of a war that held us

in-between the wavelength of silence and peace,
in a town full of distant echoes.

hussain ahmed
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janice joy little | becoming, 2016
20” x 16” | oil paint, cold wax, tissue paper
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kabel mishka ligot

finalist for the laux / millar poetry prize

haystacks

after Derrick Austin

Nothing we knew or understood before mattered
in Chicago: The Polish cathedrals, termite mounds
of photons. The fattened crows and gulls making
runways of Prairie School awnings, horizons
mimicking a flatness we had never witnessed
before. In the fields of Illinois, my little brother ecstatic
to see windpumps and grain silos; such towering things
piercing the sky through the windows of the Megabus.
Only three times in my life have I seen tears
sprouting in the corners of your eyes. First with your hand
cupping your mother’s stone forehead
in that sterile hospital room. Then when the floodwaters
didn’t recede in the night and lingered
in our carpeted stairwell for two weeks,
bloated carcasses of cats dancing at our feet. And finally
that first time you saw ever your daughter
in months, the heavy wooden door refusing
to close behind her; the bruises on her shoulders
almost ornamental. At the Art Institute, we view the pastoral
landscapes together: everything kissed by
sunlight, as if everything held by the eye was a plot
to cultivate. Never mind that the Philippines is
an agricultural nation; we can’t acknowledge the fields
that the skyline and mountains shield from our view.
You say Manet’s haystacks are an interruption;
Van Goghs, nodding heads of hair, sleeping farmers
nestled in their knots. Amorsolo, whom we brag about, isn’t here—
his haystacks, a fallacy of spun gold. No such women
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happily harvesting rice existed when fires tore through
Luzon. First the Americans, then the Japanese,
then the Americans again. At Union Station, my brother
gawks and points at the Amish, their billowing
petticoats and bonnets; are those the Pioneers? In this country
I’ve learned the best and most effective defense against being
objectified is indifference, is jadedness. Is not gasping at the Elysium
of pixels at Times Square, the automatic door
sealing your brother’s two-car garage in Bolingbrook
suburbia like a tomb. Which is why I was so disarmed by your awe,
how you stood, nearly sobbing, facing the tight-lipped
faces of American Gothic. At Nighthawks, you shifted
your weight from one leg to another. The slightest quiver
of your mouth upon seeing the kinetic redness
of Cézanne’s The Basket of Apples, but it was at this
portrait of Iowan farmers that brought you
to tears. I’ve lived decades seeing this only in books,
in documentaries… There are nights—and there will be
nights—when, sleepless, I question wonder:
the Mennonites my brother mistakes for colonial settlers,
his red barns and grain silos; how easily you were made
speechless by haystacks, by paintings of a blankness
afforded by conquest, skeletons of razed villages
like signal fires pointing towards God knows what. Images
of the rolling prairie teeming with some promise,
that what we could never make of our hands could be found
there. But no, you were plainly starstruck, in disbelief
at your proximity to the thin skin of joy. Terrified
you could simply behold anything this way.

kabel mishka ligot
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melissa reddish
every inclination
of the human
heart
on a brisk december morning, the air cold but not refreshing, Beatrice
stands at the edge of her deck, the boards pulling away to reveal long,
rusted nails. She gazes across her lawn to her neighbor’s lawn, and their
neighbor’s lawn, down a long, clear path of yellow grass and broken toys
and belched-up yard detritus. The worst offender is a stack of sheared
branches piled halfway to the resident’s roof, blackened at the edges
from one landscaper’s desperate attempt to burn the problem away. The
flames had reached a sufficient height to attract a crowd of neighbors
last Tuesday, which was enough to scare off the landscaper, and so the
pile remained. The neighbor, Beatrice discovered one evening when her
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teenage son pulled up the video, was a man who walked to his job at
Kmart every day until his coworkers pooled together enough money to
buy him a car and landscape his yard. Except instead of hauling away
the small forest of branches, the landscaper just left them. Beatrice eyes
the branches every day, wondering what small creatures have burrowed
their way inside, and if they will become projectiles during a tornado,
and whether she should take photographs for a future insurance claim.
Beatrice cups her mug of Kava Bee-Lite, a coffee alternative she found
online that cost twice as much as her usual tin of Chock Full o’Nuts. It
smells like someone swirled honey in a mug of chopped-up mushrooms
and moldy socks. She isn’t sure that her idealized image of herself as Hippie Earth Mother is enough to overcome the smell, let alone the taste.
Maybe it is her ability to see across five different yards without having
to squint, maybe it is every inch of the neighborhood in the process of
being used up, or maybe it’s the last twenty minutes she spent trying to
determine whether or not she’ll be dead by the time the earth can no
longer support human life, but standing at the edge of her deck feels a bit
like standing over an abyss. She is just waiting for the wood to collapse
and the maelstrom of maggots to swallow her whole.
Ben will be asleep for another hour, maybe two, unless she wakes him.
Everyone warned her that she would miss the early years of being woken at 5:00 a.m. by his moist toddler hands, but they were dead wrong.
Standing on her deck at 9:00 a.m. with a cup of almost-coffee, blissfully
alone and unharried, is much better. Maybe Beatrice is missing that crucial motherhood gene that would allow her to look back with nostalgia at her undiagnosed postpartum depression or the way Drew would
sneak off to play video games while she changed yet another diaper by
herself, occasionally emerging to magnanimously play a game of peekaboo before shutting himself up again, but she much prefers Ben walking
and talking and taking care of himself like a competent human being.
Sure, the mood swings and backtalk aren’t fun, but luckily, she slept for
ten hours last night, so she can deal with it.
She hears the rumble of the neighbor’s sliding glass door. Fuck. On
cue, the neighbor’s border collie streaks into her yard, pees on one of
the few clumps of grass remaining, and then stands at the bottom of the
steps, barking its head off.
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“Princeton,” the neighbor calls in her typical half-hearted way. “Come
here, boy.” Beatrice can picture her neighbor, a cigarette in one hand, a
mug of coffee in the other, wearing a tattered leopard-print robe. No
hands free to hold a leash, obviously! Princeton continues to snarl-bark,
all thirty pounds of him, at the foot of the steps. All Beatrice would have
to do is take a few steps and then she could kick that stupid mutt right in
its stupid face. That would teach it not to bark at her, maybe even scare it
out of her yard. But really, it’s the neighbor she’d like to kick in the face.
Beatrice remembers when the neighbor first moved in and the dog came
streaking through the grass directly at Ben, who towered over both her
and the dog, and she had run in front of Ben, screaming “Get away from
him!” and kicking ineffectually at the air, making everyone—Ben, the
dog, the neighbor—stare at her with a shocked and pitying look, until
the neighbor finally said, “He ain’t gonna hurt him, honey.”
Finally, Beatrice breaks the stalemate. She yawns and stretches, as
though her decision is completely spontaneous, and walks back into the
house. Inside, she can hear Princeton return to his yard, satisfied that he
scared off the potential intruder. Beatrice is about to open her laptop to
research pepper spray when she hears the creaking of footsteps down the
stairs. She turns to greet her son but is met instead with a girl tiptoeing
down the steps, her legs spider-thin and smooth in macramé shorts, her
shoes dangling from her fingers the way she probably saw her older sister
do it.
“Hello,” Beatrice says.
The girl doesn’t answer but presses her body against the wall, slipping
down the rest of the stairs and out the front door like a spy from a Hanna
Barbera cartoon. She leaves the door open behind her. Beatrice wonders
if she should chase the girl and offer her a ride home, but she suddenly
can’t feel her face, so she just sits on the bottom step instead. In just a few
moments, she’s going to go upstairs and confront Ben, her barely fourteen-year-old son, and they will have to keep their arms and legs inside
the vehicle as it rockets them into this new chapter of their lives. What
will she find when she walks into his room? Condoms? No condoms?
Which is worse? And why didn’t she wake up last night? It’s not like Ben
is particularly stealthy—he once dropped an entire watermelon through
their glass coffee table while trying to carry in the groceries.
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Beatrice tells herself that if she delays any longer, Ben will think he’s
gotten away with it, so she trudges up the stairs, doing the loud horseclomp she’s forever telling Ben to stop, just to give him enough warning to get dressed, comport himself, dispose of anything unseemly. She
knocks and then swings the door open without waiting for a response.
Greeting her is . . . an empty room. The bed is made, a detail that would
be thrilling in any other context. The usual pile of dirty laundry Beatrice
refuses to pick up is gone. Beatrice peeks outside the closed window, but
it is a sheer two-story drop to the ground below—no drainpipe or bush
to break his fall. She opens the closet door carefully, as though trying not
to disturb a hive, but aside from the graphic t-shirts, deflated basketball,
and ancient, broken-down desktop Ben promises to one day rebuild,
there is nothing to see. His laptop sits on top of the rickety roll-top desk
Beatrice’s mother bought for him when he was eleven, a sleek chrome
portent of the future amid a dusty relic of the past.
Beatrice steps back towards the door, trying to figure out this bizarre
puzzle. She’s not yet feeling panic blossom at the edge of her neck like
she did when Ben was younger. He’s old enough now to take care of
himself. Not yet old enough to drive or vote or do anything that he actually wants to do, but old enough not to accidentally drink bleach or
fall from the top of the stairs. She checks a few more rooms—the upstairs bathroom, her bedroom, the hall closet—but Ben is nowhere to
be found. She pauses for a moment at the hall closet, the wood warped
from a rainy autumn: so rainy, in fact, that the flooding had washed out
the small bridge leading into town, forcing Beatrice and many others
to take a circuitous detour every day for the past three months with no
end in sight. Inside the perpetually open closet door, Beatrice eyes, once
again, the stack of towels jammed tight into the too-small space: both
the faded coral towels from her first apartment and the thin, perpetually shedding black towels Drew bought on a whim without asking her.
The day Drew left—just picked up his Playstation 3 and walked out the
door—she assumed she would feel an overwhelming desire to purge,
to get the house well and truly under her control, but as she stood in
front of that hall closet, debating whether to throw out the perfectly
good towels she hated or the ratty towels well past their prime or even to
throw them all out and just buy new towels, she suddenly felt a tickling
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rage worm up her throat. Why should she spend what little money she
had on new towels when Drew was the one who bought shitty towels to
begin with? And then, the magnitude of her new life unfurled slowly before her: the long hallway of decisions, each door leading to yet another
pile of marital debris to sort, and all of it requiring more money and
attention than she had to give.
Beatrice kicks the warped door and walks back downstairs, thinking
perhaps she walked right past Ben, sprawled out on the couch, watching
other kids play video games, but the living room is silent. So too is the
kitchen, where Beatrice checks the basket of take-out menus on top of the
fridge, her favorite spot to chuck Ben’s phone to rattle him out of one of
his sullen silences, a tactic that almost never works. Yup, still there. Now
Beatrice really wants to catch the awkward adolescent who streaked out
of her house just minutes ago. She must certainly know where Ben is.
Instead, Beatrice faces the mantle, which would normally be decorated
for Christmas but is completely, utterly bare. The Christmas that Ben
turned five was the height of her decorating. She went all out with porcelain snowmen, stained-glass angels, a small but burgeoning collection
of snow globes, fluffy polyester snow that she had painstakingly shaped
to create a winter wonderland, even the old nativity scene her mother
foisted on her when she downsized from her house into an apartment.
Ever since then, all of those decorations have disappeared, little by little,
until three years ago when she put out a single three-foot-tall reindeer
made of expensive reclaimed wood that she bought on a whim from the
Twilley Market. Ben had scoffed and muttered that she should try to be
less of a cliché.
Before she has made a conscious decision, Beatrice is slamming out
the front door, mentally begging the neighbor’s dog to come running so
she can pick it up by its hind leg, twirl it once, twice, and then boomerang it, as hard as she can, into their dying willow tree. Of course, now
that she is ready for the little fucker, it is nowhere to be seen. She climbs
into her car and backs out of the driveway, not sure where she is going,
but certain she is going to drive recklessly to get there.
it is barely ten when Beatrice pulls into the mall. She has decided to
buy a Christmas tree. While Target or even Walmart would be a more
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obvious choice, something inside of her doesn’t want this to be just
another quick errand she spends with her body pitched forward in urgency, trying to get home as quickly as possible to . . . what, exactly? Yet
another load of laundry while an episode of the Great British Baking
Show plays in the background? No, she is going to meander, past the
huge glittering Christmas bulbs and candy canes strung from the ceiling,
past the four-seat carousel with its haunting calliope music, all the way
to Boscov’s with its mirrored ceiling and saltwater taffy and garish oversized brooches prominently on display. There, among the small army of
retirees doing their holiday shopping, she will find a Christmas tree. And
she will not allow her entire day to be eaten up by worry thanks to the
thoughtless actions of her son, who is probably relaxing in the passenger
seat of his friend Kyle’s dented Honda Civic, the one with the Rolling
Stones and Grateful Dead bumper stickers, even though Beatrice is certain that Kyle, with his greasy, shoulder-length hair and his 10th Anniversary Halo 3 shirt, has listened to neither.
Beatrice parks outside of the food court, the opposite end from Boscov’s. As she takes a steadying breath to remind herself to relax, two
preteen girls walk out of the heavy double doors. The girls, maybe eleven
or twelve, are both wearing fluorescent pink tights underneath oversized
sweatshirts. There doesn’t seem to be a parent behind them, following
from a socially appropriate distance. She tries to remember the first time
she let Ben go to the mall by himself. It was probably around the same
age, probably with the girl he was obsessed with throughout junior high:
Becky Smallwood, a precocious child who could rattle off a complex set
of numbers: how many bones in the human body, the distance from
the earth to the moon and from the moon to the sun, earth’s current
population. They were seeing a movie with a group of other kids. Beatrice can’t remember the movie—something with slapstick comedy and
slightly racist undertones—but she can remember the feeling when her
son reached for Becky’s hand and Becky, pretending not to see, jogged
up to the front of the group and linked arms with a pale, acne-ridden
brunette. Beatrice, watching from the safety of her vehicle, felt herself
sliding down a steep ravine, her hands reaching out for purchase but
finding nothing but chipped shale and loose pebbles. Of course, her
son is apparently doing very well for himself now, a thought that sends
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her stomach plummeting down that same ravine. And that’s when she
sees it: a maroon Oldsmobile, a blocky relic from the past, barreling, no,
careening, towards the entrance of the mall. The girls have reached the
edge of the sidewalk and it is only a single step into the oblivion of asphalt. But they pause, and the car does not mow them down as Beatrice
fears but stops, screeching, inches from where the girls stand.
It must be a parent picking them up, Beatrice thinks. How goddamn
irresponsible—they could have hurt someone. But Beatrice isn’t especially surprised, since she’s seen all number of terrible parenting moves:
a mom on her cell phone while her kid shoves another kid face-first into
the sand pit, the wet slap of a dad hitting his toddler who ran away to
climb the jungle gym, a young mother letting her baby cry while she peruses the dresses at Chic for Less. And then, of course, though Drew was
often a nonentity, he would occasionally, and only after he had spent a
couple hours in the flashing blue light of his dismal den, whisk Ben into
his arms for some father–son time. The first time Beatrice had thought
seriously about leaving is when Ben was three, and he and Drew were
play-wrestling. Ben had accidentally kicked Drew in the groin. Drew
collapsed, clutching his junk, and Ben had laughed and laughed until
Drew didn’t look up. Even after Drew had stopped writhing, he held
the same position—body tucked, head down—becoming a brittle carapace, a cocoon breaking down his dark thoughts into a slurry of rage.
Beatrice wanted to throw herself over Ben, but she found herself rooted
to the carpet, her own immobility a mirror image of Drew’s. Finally,
Drew stood, and without looking at either her or Ben, walked out the
door, Ben’s tearful face still waiting for some sign it was all okay. Then
there was the call she received later from Drew’s mother, that unctuous
woman with her caked-on foundation and her hideous taffeta shawls
(because all other fabrics wreaked havoc with her fibromyalgia), who informed her that Drew needed a little time, and wasn’t Beatrice proud
that he knew when to remove himself from a stressful situation, and
didn’t she remember how Drew’s father—and here the woman had actually spat—had thrown both her and Drew against a wall in one of his
drunken rages, and she was so, so proud that Drew hadn’t turned out
that way.
The driver of the car opens the door and is talking to one of the
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girls, the taller one, when the other one suddenly steps back. And there
is something in that gesture, that instinctual animal flight, that cuts
through the fog of Beatrice’s thoughts and focuses her vision with perfect clarity on the man yanking the pre-teen girl into his car and driving
away.
There is a moment—one Mississippi, two Mississippi—when Beatrice does nothing. Then she puts the car in drive.
She can’t see the driver or the girl very well, and if pressed, she would
only be able to give the haziest details—white male, receding hairline—
but she can see the Oldsmobile turning left onto the highway. She follows several cars behind, her heart a Tommy Gun rat-a-tat-tatting color
and light across the front seat. Here it is, she thinks, her worst fears
made manifest, though it is a little strange for it to happen so many years
later, well after her late nights googling stories of babies who suffocated
during tummy time or toddlers who drowned in retaining pools and
even a long, unpunctuated Facebook rant claiming a friend of a friend’s
thirteen-year-old was almost abducted from the mall by an older black
woman trying to sell her perfume (the perfume being chloroform and
the woman being part of a human trafficking ring).
The Oldsmobile is driving fast and somewhat erratically, and though
it is still relatively early, the press of Christmas shoppers has congested
the road. For a moment, Beatrice imagines this space as it was before,
just a wide stretch of flat yellow fields, the horizon a single line of Eastern
Shore gray. Now everything is covered in asphalt, and the road stretching
in either direction, once a promise of dazzling possibilities just beyond
the bend, becomes a mobius strip of discount clothing stores, gas stations, and fast food, each a self-contained universe of minor frustrations
orbited by men and women who imagine moving not forward toward
another concrete box or round and round in an endless loop, but backwards, inexorably, to the electric hum of that slate-gray sky.
She follows the car down Route 13 and then pauses when it turns at
Rubberneck Road. If she loses them now, that’s it, so she takes a breath
and turns. The road curves around and around, past an animal clinic and
an HVAC repair shop, with a wide expanse of dirt in between, and then
stops at a traffic light before spilling back out onto Route 13. Beatrice is
now directly behind the Oldsmobile. She has the sickening feeling that
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the driver has seen her and is trying to lose her, but when the light turns
green, he drives slowly, methodically, like any other Sunday shopper,
back toward the mall. Odd, Beatrice thinks. Maybe he isn’t a bad guy
after all. Maybe he’s going to drop the girl back off to her friend. Or
maybe it is a weird, slightly twisted game between father and daughter.
But the Oldsmobile drives past the mall entrance. It is heading north,
toward the last few stores before the long stretch leading into Delaware.
Beatrice sneaks a peek at her gas gauge: three-quarters of a tank. Thank
God she stopped earlier in the week. She tries to memorize the license
plate, but she’s too keyed up. She remembers a C and a 3, but it won’t be
enough. Just as she’s wondering if she can grab her phone without losing
them, the car turns into a Holiday Inn.
Beatrice turns into the McDonald’s next door. She watches as the
man grabs the girl from the passenger side and walks her, arm slung aggressively over her shoulder, to the entrance. Then they are inside. Beatrice takes out her cell phone and tries to stay calm.
“Nine-one-one, what’s your emergency.”
“Yes, hi, um, there was a girl and a man took her, he, um.” Beatrice
is trying not to cry. “They’re at a hotel and I’m in the parking lot and I
don’t know what to do.”
“I’ll transfer you to the local police.”
Beatrice is about to say more, but the phone is ringing. Is it wrong she
expected something more drastic—alarm bells, a satellite to track their
precise location, or at the very least, a gasp?
“Salisbury police.”
“Hi, yes, so the man and the girl are at the hotel. Should I go inside?”
“What’s that, now?” The voice is irritated, bored, and Beatrice realizes that the dispatcher didn’t forward any information, just her. Still,
shouldn’t the police be a little more on the ball, a little more professional?
“There was a girl at the mall at ten-oh-five a.m.” Now Beatrice is giving too much information, but she can feel the seconds ticking away.
“Then a man pulled up and grabbed her. I don’t think she knew him.
He drove away, and I followed them. They’re here, at the Holiday Inn on
13 North. I’m in the parking lot.”
“All right, ma’am, stay where you are. Someone will be there shortly.”
After hanging up, Beatrice looks around. With the sun almost directly
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overhead, the columned archway of the Holiday Inn looks flat, almost
weightless. Beatrice imagines lifting the entire hotel roof off like a dollhouse, exposing each sordid secret inside: the businessman watching
porn on his laptop, the woman meeting her husband’s best friend for
an affair, and, of course, the man with the receding hairline whose movements, even in her imagination, are thankfully cast in shadow.
Even though it’s barely been a minute, she checks her rearview mirror. Nothing. Should she go inside? She could start knocking on doors.
Maybe it would be enough to stop the man in his tracks. But what if he
answered? Could she fight him? Or maybe she could inform the front
desk, have them call the man on the phone? She could pretend to be a
telemarketer . . . except telemarketers don’t call hotels. Maybe she could
pretend to be a relative? That would delay him for at least a couple of
minutes, right? Or maybe she can just pull the fire alarm. The man would
probably run, though, and who knows if she could follow him again.
Beatrice knows she could save that little girl from what is about to
happen to her, what is possibly already happening to her, but she’s a
coward. The knowledge is oceanic, tidal, and she is alone inside of it.
Beatrice glances in the rearview mirror again. She doesn’t want to take
her eyes off the entrance to the hotel, just in case the man emerges. Behind her, there are three cars waiting in the drive-thru. It strikes Beatrice
that to everyone else, it is just an ordinary day. How often has she sat in
that same drive-thru, listening to some maudlin Taylor Swift song and
bemoaning the minutia of her life while unspeakable trauma was happening right next door? She is so lost in thought that she almost doesn’t
see him: a man in loose-fitting sweatpants and a baseball cap, the large
silver sticker on the front catching the light like a five-dollar healing crystal hanging from a rearview mirror. The man is walking from car to car,
tapping on each window, his body curved obsequiously around the side
mirror. Nobody makes eye contact. The way the man shuffles forward,
step by agonizing step, his entire body pitched forward on the precipice
of collapse, his quaking arms both entreaty and accusation, makes Beatrice want to grab him and punt him across the highway.
Finally, there are lights behind her. And before she has time to react,
three cop cars have pulled in a circle around the entrance to the hotel.
The next few moments happen quickly: one cop leading the man, hand-
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cuffed, to one car while another leads the girl, hair covering her face, to
another car. Nobody notices Beatrice watching the whole scene. And
then they are gone. Beatrice isn’t sure if she should call the precinct or
stop by to give her statement, but then she realizes that her part, for what
it is worth, is over. Later, she will read the news story of the abduction
and note the details: the man is the ex-boyfriend of the girl’s mother.
The mother kicked the boyfriend out when she found pictures of young
girls on his phone. Beatrice will be struck by a phrase saying the girl suffered “no physical injuries.”
Back home, Beatrice sits in her car, the engine running. She watches
a squirrel take a flying leap from the branches of her neighbor’s tree to
her own. Beatrice’s heart leaps with him, dipping with panic as he lands.
The branch flexes under his weight, but it is more elastic than it seems.
In another second, the squirrel has leapt again to the roof of the house.
When Beatrice turns off the engine, the car rocks a little, and she feels the
same obliterating vertigo she did when she forgot to lock the gate and
Ben crawled to the edge of the top of the stairs. The time, 10:48 a.m, is a
sickly bright green.
Inside, the house is exactly as Beatrice left it. She knows, logically,
that she can’t be annoyed that Ben isn’t back yet—it’s been less than an
hour—but she’s already getting ramped up again. She needs to relax, not
just for herself but also for Ben, so she grabs the bottle of Johnnie Walker
Red that she hid in the back of the cabinet next to the twice-used wok
that Drew left behind. She’ll have a glass, maybe a glass and a half—just
enough to let her heart rate return to normal. She sends a quick text message before she sinks into her sofa’s comforting smell of feet.
the front door slamming is what wakes her. Beatrice startles awake,
the bottle of Johnnie Walker and the glass lighthouse-bright on the coffee table. Ben looks down at her and snorts. “Happy hour start a little
early today?”
Beatrice’s face is hot and she’s already standing as Ben walks toward
the stairs. “Where the hell have you been?”
Ben stops, his hand gripping the smooth wooden knob at the end of
the bannister. “Out.”
“Uh uh,” Beatrice says, striding until she’s between Ben and the stairs.
“Try again.”
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Ben twists his hand as though he’s trying to unscrew the knob. “Out
with friends.”
“Which friends?”
“Kyle and some other kids.”
“And you didn’t think to mention this?”
“Little hard to do that without my phone,” Ben snaps.
Beatrice purses her lips. “And no one else has a cell phone? I find
that a little hard to believe.” These aren’t the questions Beatrice wants
to be asking, but the question she wants to ask feels like a pile of dead
branches, too broken and heavy to move.
“I met your little friend this morning,” Beatrice says, changing the
subject. “She was in a hurry, so I didn’t catch her name.”
Ben flushes. Beatrice smiles and straightens. Now they are getting
somewhere.
“Krystal,” Ben says.
“Terrific. I’m sure with a name like that, she has a bright future as
a Rhodes Scholar.” Beatrice flinches—she didn’t mean to resurrect the
wriggling corpse of the patriarchy, but her anger has her digging openmouthed in the black pit of her subconscious. Before Ben can respond
with a well-deserved retort, she holds up a hand. “What was she doing
in your room?”
Ben is staring red-faced at the ground, his entire body waiting to
erupt. “She spent the night,” he finally says, much quieter than Beatrice
expected. “She’s going through a lot right now. Her father drinks and
she doesn’t feel safe at home. So I told her that she could stay here.”
Beatrice steps backward. Her anger is deflating, quickly and unevenly,
into an awkward burden.
“Not like you would understand,” Ben says under his breath.
And it is as though a sudden gust has buoyed Beatrice. “I wouldn’t
understand? You’re right—my life has been just peaches and cream. I
couldn’t possibly understand someone else’s suffering.” She is ready to
tell Ben all about the girl and the man with the receding hairline, but she
can feel herself sharpening the details of the story into a blade.
Ben rolls his eyes and mutters, “Yeah, I’m sure they have a lot of support groups for sad, middle-aged divorcées. Why don’t you go after Ms.
Hart, my gym teacher? She’s a lesbian, since men haven’t worked out
for you.”
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The reference to Beatrice’s unsuccessful courting of Ben’s math
teacher, Mr. Patrowicz, knocks the wind out of her. Beatrice remembers meeting him three years ago at a parent–teacher conference and
the many months of emailing him about Ben’s progress in math, the
requested one-on-one conferences that she had worn increasingly elaborate and low-cut outfits to, the not-so-subtle flirtation that had quickly
become rimmed with desperation. All of the qualities she would have
scoffed at when she was younger—his slightly overgrown bowl cut, his
checkered shirts tucked over a round stomach, his wire-rim glasses, and
above all, his chipmunk-style front teeth that flashed every time she told
a bad joke—were precisely what endeared him to her now. After every
interaction, when he patiently smiled and led her out of the room, she
imagined he was burning with a secret desire for her too, until one afternoon when she knocked on his locked classroom door, wearing what
was, she could admit it now, an inappropriately short fox-print dress
with calf-high boots, and he had looked up, pursed his lips, and shook
his head before resuming his work.
Beatrice has moved, without realizing it, over to the mantle. She looks
up, suddenly distressed at this ceding of ground. She can’t let her teenage
son talk to her this way, nor can she let him know that his words have
had an effect.
Ben grins, as though prescient, and flings the hair from his eyes. “But
who knows—even if Ms. Hart is interested, maybe you’ll drive her away,
too.”
The beginning is always the same: Beatrice’s vision is lined not in red,
as she would expect, but in cool, crystalline blue. The dendritic crystals
creep in from her periphery, obscuring the window of her consciousness, until only a small circle remains. Later, Beatrice will be able to walk
through each consecutive moment, the way a drunk might hazily recall
the details of the night before: the way her body swoops through that
circle, light as a bird, the way her limbs shake with the sudden freedom,
the way her mouth opens to let loose her ruby-throated song. She won’t
remember exactly what she said, but it is nothing new: she has sacrificed
everything for Ben, he is an ungrateful spoiled brat, he is just like his
father, and she should have been the one to leave. The final culminating act, the one that brings the curtain down, is grabbing the nearest
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object—in this case, the commemorative pewter mug from Ben’s
birth—and hurling it full force against the wall inches from Ben’s head.
The dull clang doesn’t have the satisfying obliteration of glass, the beautiful impermanence of liquid seeping into the carpet, but she destroyed
all of the breakable things a long time ago.
Ben stands, absorbing every word and gesture, until Beatrice is done.
Then he bounds, two stairs at a time, up to his room, slamming and
locking the door.
Beatrice sits, light and color and weight returning to her body. She
considers, as she has in the past, simply walking out the door and driving
until the gas tank is empty, but she knows that the same gray dullness
will rise to meet her no matter where she goes.
Her phone trills. It is Drew. He’s not here.
And Beatrice sees how she must wrest herself and her son off this
track before they stagger into a future as grim and unchangeable as the
moon. She can already see her son reflecting back her own bright treachery. They will simply keep orbiting each other, faster and faster, until the
inevitable day that he breaks away, never to return.
She roots through cabinets and checks in drawers, but she doesn’t
see what she needs. She grabs the stepladder and grabs the basket of old
menus on top of the fridge, pocketing Ben’s phone. There, she finds
exactly one sheet of lined loose-leaf paper.
Beatrice sits at the kitchen table, feeling suddenly like a nervous
schoolgirl again. How should she even begin? Everything she thinks to
say has the hint of retribution: Although I shouldn’t have gotten so angry . . . We both said some things we didn’t mean . . . I hope when we
have calmed down . . .
She must start fresh. She puts pen to paper and begins writing about
when she was twenty-five, still basically a child, and Drew sat down next
to her at Dark Energy, an overpriced pizza parlor that sold craft beers
written in tiny script on a giant chalkboard behind the counter. He
told her that his abusive father had just died, and he was thinking about
chucking his ashes off the Bay Bridge. Would she like to come along?
Beatrice was in a weird mood that day, feeling her life, here in the town
she was born, was a worn jean jacket, nearly a decade out of date. Even
if this guy was a lunatic, it might make a good story, so she said yes. She
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got in his dented Ford Focus full of fast-food wrappers, unread mail,
and broken headphones with a single red apple in the cupholder and
crossed her fingers he wasn’t a serial killer. As they drove, Beatrice wondered if Drew would park illegally on the bridge or just chuck the ashes
out the window. When the bridge came into view, Drew gripped the
wheel and simply drove over. It was a dumb idea, he muttered once they
reached the other side. Beatrice, giddy from the fear of plummeting into
the white-capped waves below, said they should keep going. Maybe they
could visit the aquarium in Baltimore, and Drew’s father could sleep
with the fishes. She said the last bit in her best Marlon Brando impression. It was March 13, an unseasonably warm day after months of wind
and rain, the first false start of spring. They visited the aquarium and had
dinner at a greasy burger joint, but instead of getting back into the car,
they just kept walking. As they wandered down a random backstreet,
Drew placed the urn on the sidewalk, took two steps back, and then
punted the urn as hard as he could, sending it clattering down the street.
Touchdown, he shrieked in a voice both high and hysterical. Beatrice
sensed she should run the other way, but instead, she fucked Drew, hard,
in the middle of the aquarium parking lot. That wasn’t how Ben was
conceived, but it did thrust the trajectory of her life away from the safety
of shore and toward the open waters of the Bay. She ends by telling Ben
that he can use the other side of the paper to say anything he wants, to
tell her whatever he doesn’t want to say to her face. She tells him that she
is going to buy a journal for this exact purpose.
Beatrice walks up the stairs and pauses outside of Ben’s room. She
slides the paper under his door. She doesn’t hear footsteps, so she
doesn’t know if Ben has noticed the paper, if he’s even awake. But she
can’t hover—if this has even a small chance of working, it must be a
completely unencumbered decision. In the hallway, Beatrice looks once
again at the warped closet door and the scratches along the edge from
her none-too-subtle efforts to jam it back into place. She doesn’t care
about the towels, for the moment—she wants only the quiet reassurance that the door is not damaged beyond repair, that, even if it never
closes correctly, it will still perform its stolid but necessary function. But
the door is just that—a door—not a symbol or a metaphor or any other
comforting sign. She waits for one last sound—the haunting call of a
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morning dove, perhaps, to let her know the waters have receded—but all
is silent and still. She gently pads across the carpet and down the stairs
to clean up. ◆
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rob shapiro

reunion: framingham,
massachusetts, 2008
for my mother

Never mind the colors nesting
in every tree, how morning brightens

and CVS, the flannelled men
raking leaves into burning piles;
past this stretch of golden hills
I never thought to call
stunning, though now
nothing else comes to mind.

slowly, then overflows
with blue. You’re staying
in a motel by the turnpike’s mouth,
so I cut class to visit you—
to drink instant coffee
while you brush your hair,
our motions doubled
in the mirror. Because you ask,
I take you back through town
where everything still runs together:
stonewalls and catch weed,
powerlines and the woods beyond.
I never blamed you, I say, but when
you cry in the passenger seat—
apologize again for leaving—
I don’t slow or pull off the road.
I’m sixteen and want to keep us
moving: past Honey Farms
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janice joy little | 121, 2017
48” x 36” | oil paint, cold wax, oil pastel, tissue paper
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reunion: crossing the bay
bridge to san francisco

colin bailes

Crashing light and foam: we cut
across the golden coast. Too cold
to slip into the surf, gulls swarm,
sweep clean the water’s top
as streetcars click along their tracks
and run uphill away from us.
Let’s drive down the city’s throat.
Let’s watch panhandlers undress
their corners and croon like doves.
How long since we last met, since you
said you wouldn’t come back home?
Everything I love gets further away:
the sun here skips, bright stone
pitched over ocean light; the tide
steadies itself against the bay
and looking down, I remember the pull
of you belonging to some spent past—
lilac in the garden, sweet evening air,
summer’s edge worn down—your voice
still there, calling me back through fog.

Every morning, the sky twilight blue
before a burst of peach,
thick strip of sunlight scattering across the ocean,
water like blown glass,
then nothing but stringent heat
and disappointment the rest of the day—

for my father

aeneas in florida

whitewashed horizon, cloud wisps
like smoke, a smoldering city.
Limp sails flail in the wind,
boats devoid of destination—all this leisure,
he doesn’t know what to make of it.
Hem of palm trees lining the edge of the beach,
the rapacious sea nears,
then retreats; an endless and meaningless
repetition: the tide.
His past selves
seem so different to him now,
a distant dream. Endless leaving,
having to rebuild life anew.
Evening,
and the sun trails behind a brush of saw palms, dunes,
pine and bald cypress, a wilderness
he hasn’t yet ventured into,
a wilderness he doesn’t understand.
Tired of waiting and wandering, for years
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dreaming of shelter, of restoring home,
he’d like to think he’s found it here—
on the back deck, Adirondack chair, watching
the sun consume its last light—
but here doesn’t compare
to the plains. Sometimes, at night, across the sea,
he hears them calling, like a chorus.
He used to think the self was a shore,
one wave erasing the one that came before,
absent of accumulation.
Now,
he knows the self is simply a palimpsest,
each version written over the last.
Beneath fresh ink: the old self,
faint, waiting to be again unveiled.

katherine conner
double walker
the night cal finds himself in two places at once, he thinks this is
a story he tells. The story of how he splits in two, becomes a double, an
astral projection. Because it sounds like one of his stories, like all those lies
he sometimes confuses for the truth. Except there’s no one here to tell it
to. And it seems to be actually happening.
He’s sprawled on the couch in his apartment in downtown Jackson,
watching black-and-white reruns of Mr. Ed, and then all at once he’s
way across town, following—stalking?—a woman through an empty
parking lot. One second he’s laughing at Mr. Ed’s flapping gums, the
neighing twang of his voice, and then he’s closing in on the woman
whose up-done hair is darker than the night itself, a bobbing shadow,
guiding him on. It’s like switching channels on the TV. Here, on the
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couch, sipping a beer and nursing the dull throb of a hangover that’s
been with him since morning. There, in the warm dark, his hands balled
in fists to keep from reaching out—just half a foot, he’s so close—and
slipping his fingers into that coil of dark hair.
It can’t really be happening. And yet, he seems so there, padding barefoot over gravel that pricks the soles of his feet, the whine of a
mosquito close to his ear, the neon glow of a fast-food joint, a Rally’s,
lit up across the street. He sits up, gulps his beer. He presses his palm
to his forehead, his pulse pounding in his ears and his chest slick with
sweat, like he’s been running. In the parking lot, the woman stops beside
a small dark car, turns, and for a second or two, they face one another
and his heart lurches up to his throat, gags him. He wants to speak to
her, wants to make her stay, but it’s like he’s swallowed something live,
something hot and thrashing as newborn flesh.
She yanks the car door open, ducks inside, and he wants to tell her
that he knows her, he’s seen her before. A younger version of her, smiling in a photo with her sisters and her mother. But her car spins out of
the parking lot and takes off down the street. And even after she’s gone,
he stands there, struggling to breathe. He stands there, choking on his
own heart, because when she’d turned to look at him, her dark, close-set
eyes were so much like Nadine’s.
On the TV, Mr. Ed whinnies, shrill and urgent, like the keening of a
broken heart.
it was nadine who told Cal about double walking. “My great-uncle
could do it,” she said. “He lived in East Beirut, and his double turned up
all the way in Alabama.” He’d known her only a few days at this point,
and they were sprawled together on the fold-out couch in his apartment.
Nadine had propped herself against the wall, fully clothed, he remembers, though he could swear they’d just had sex. Her frizzled black hair,
gray at her temples, had fallen from her bun and hung over her shoulders and she looked younger, more like the photos of the daughters she’d
shown him than the middle-aged woman she was.
She told him how her grandfather and his cousins, who’d immigrated
to America, had seen her uncle there, in the backyard of the house they
shared in Birmingham. “He was supposed to be in Lebanon still, but
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there he was, just standing there staring at them,” she said. “Kind of
dazed, they said, like he was sleepwalking, and when they talked to him,
he wouldn’t answer. When they invited him in, he wouldn’t come. Just
kept on standing there in some kind of trance. So finally, my Gidi walked
down off the porch and hit him across the face.”
Cal was smoking in bed, flicking ash onto the hardwood floor. “Jesus,”
he said. “What’d your uncle do?”
“Nothing.” Nadine slit her black eyes at him and dropped her voice
low. “Because soon as Gidi hit him, he vanished into thin air.” She
snapped her fingers. “Poof. Gidi said it was like swinging his fist through
water.”
“Jesus,” Cal said, because he believed her. Because it never occurred
to him not to. It’s the story that’s the thing to Cal. The story itself,
more real than the truth, and as he tells a story about himself, his past,
it doesn’t matter if it really happened or not. As soon as he says it happened, it did. He stole a panther from an exotic zoo down in Magee. He
convinced a stranger that he was her long lost brother and lived with
her for three months. He traveled with a blues band all over the South,
playing tambourine and drinking absinthe. He did these things because
he said he did. And because the people he told believed him.
But after he met Nadine, he stopped telling stories and listened to
hers. He’d never listened to the women that came before. To them, he’d
rambled on and on about himself, all the things he imagined he could
do, if he wanted. He could ride the bulls at the Angola Prison Rodeo, or
end up in Mexico married to Siamese twins. He could, so he said he did,
which wasn’t that different, if you think about it.
Nadine was different, though. She was older than him, at least fifty,
old enough to be his mother, and the daughters she spoke of were all
around his age. Some of her stories were about them, the daughters, how
they judged her, how all three of them thought she was batshit crazy—
though she wouldn’t have put it like that; she was too much of a lady
to curse. “One card short of a deck,” she might have said, or “Nutty as
a fruitcake. Crazy as a loon.” She liked corny idioms, said they were as
American as apple pie.
What else had she liked? He’d known her only those few weeks and
so didn’t know her at all, really. And yet, now that she’s gone, now that
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she has vanished back into the whirl—fragments snipped together like
a movie montage: the tittering laugh of a drunk woman and hot Mississippi sun on the back of his neck, the cool fizz of a pale beer, stale
cigarette smoke, an aftertaste on his breath, a tinge of exhaust and his
white Pontiac convertible gleaming like liquid in the sun, the fine creaky
leather of his old boots, pillowy breasts and dimpled thighs and the honeysuckle smell of ladies’ lotion, sweat-damp money crinkled in his palm,
and the whole collage of sound and motion and light and dark that is his
life (was his life, before her) and from which she’d impossibly emerged—
now that she has gone, he is somehow sure that he’d known her, that he
knows her still, through and through.
On the morning he woke up alone and realized she was gone, he went
to a dive bar around the corner, ordered a cheap whiskey, and tried to
tell the bartender about the two-headed woman he made out with in
Puerto Rico. But halfway through he stopped because, even to himself,
it sounded like a lie.
“You fucking with me, man?” the bartender said.
Cal gazed down at his whiskey, shook the tumbler to make the ice
tinkle against the glass. “Shit,” he said. “I don’t even know.”
That was a month ago now, and he hasn’t told a story since. They
back up inside him, like undigested food, until he’s bloated with untold stories. Full of exaggerations and half-truths and embellishments
and outright lies, all twisted together, a hard, fist-sized knot in the pit of
his stomach. And the longer he goes on like this—him, a storyteller, a
yarnspinner—the bigger the knot grows, like a pulsing tumor. He imagines it bursting Alien-like from his gut, spilling forth his very essence,
all those harmless stories turned bad from disuse, a malignant mass of
make-believe.
he wakes up sore, the muscles in his thighs tense and trembling. His
mouth tastes of whiskey, and he gulps two glasses of tap water while
standing over the sink. Where’d he run across whiskey? There’s none
in the apartment, only a half-empty case of Miller Lite pushed behind a
two-liter bottle of Coke on the second shelf of the refrigerator. And he
hadn’t gone anywhere last night, certainly not to an empty parking lot,
where he’d somehow imagined himself. An astral outer-body experience
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that, in the glaring midmorning light, fully awake, he tells himself was a
hallucination brought on by exhaustion, dehydration—he’d been very
hung over. He’d fallen asleep on the couch is all and he’d slept like that,
the TV still on, the window unit blowing cool air against his face, all
through the night. That’s what he’d done. Nothing else.
His feet ache, and he props himself against the cabinet and lifts one
foot in his hands. The bottom of his foot is filthy, dusted and dimpled
with gravel, tiny black pieces still stuck to his dry, calloused heels. And
suddenly he’s light-headed, dizzy. He clutches the edge of the counter,
bends over the sink.
Maybe he’s losing his mind. All those untold stories poisoning him. Or
the years of drinking catching up to him at last, the cheap cigarettes and
pot smoking, the late nights, days of drifting, drifting in a half-conscious
haze from one point to the next, from a twenty-four-hour breakfast diner
to a buddy’s house in Rankin County to his father’s grave in the seedy
southern part of Jackson to the casinos up in Vicksburg and back to his
own place in Fondren, a hip, artsy neighborhood downtown where private-college kids lounge in coffee shops and middle-aged ladies, white and
black, wear too much makeup and frown at Cal from behind glass storefronts. He stands out among them, a huge, hulking man in stained jeans
and an old T-shirt, walking alone down the narrow one-way streets, his
long arms swinging at his sides.
He’s grown used to this mistrust, a vague hostility emanating from
strangers, from women especially. Like a stink coming off them, a wary,
sour under-smell, a warning. Stay away. And when he walks the three
blocks from his apartment to the diner, or down the street to the liquor
store, or over to the Winn-Dixie, the young women on the sidewalk
duck their heads and hurry past, avoiding eye contact. The older ones
tend to eye him dubiously, arms folded over their heavy breasts, mouths
bunched in disapproval because, surely, here’s a man up to no good. A
drifter. A drunk. Perhaps even homeless, looking for handouts. And
sometimes Cal will stop and wave just to watch the lines in their faces
deepen and their hands clutch their purses tight to their bodies.
Once, he stepped into a shop—a bakery, all frilly icing and cloying
sugar-smell—and walked right up to the counter, to the plump woman
in a bright-pink blouse, splayed his big hands on the glass countertop
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and said, “Ma’am, you wouldn’t spare some change for a veteran, would
you?”
The woman opened her mouth to maybe yell or lecture or just send
him right back out the door, but before she could say anything, Cal
coughed into his fist, shook his head, and said, “I been back from Iraq
for three months. My wife took off with all my money soon as I got
home and left the kids with me. And all I want is seven dollars to buy
them some McDonald’s.” He bent over the counter, looked hard into
the woman’s face. “Seven dollars to save my kids, ma’am.”
The woman pushed back from the counter, turned, and disappeared
through a swinging door behind the register. It occurred to Cal that it
was quite possible she had a gun back there and was going to fetch it and
before she could come back and shoot him, he pulled the glass top off a
cake plate on the counter and with his finger wrote Have a Nice Day in
the thick pink frosting, and then strolled out the door.
It was the kind of thing he and his buddies did all the time back in
high school. A silly prank. But what bothers him now, standing over his
kitchen sink, remembering, is that when he’d said he was a war vet, he’d
believed it. He’d heard the rapid gunfire, like in the movies, felt the heat
of the Middle Eastern sun on his face. When he spoke of his wife, real
anger bubbled up from his gut, a hot flash of rage at that whore who’d
had the nerve to run off on him. Him, a war hero. And when he talked
about his three kids, their faces loomed before him. The faces of children
that did not exist, pale, hollow-eyed children, heads thrown back and
mouths open like baby birds waiting to be fed.
That wasn’t normal, was it? To not only believe your own lies, but
to conjure up whole pictures of them in your head. To create memories
from nothing.
And now this. His gritty feet, proof that he was somewhere last night,
somewhere other than his apartment, and then, the vividness of his hallucination and the dark-haired woman that was so like one of the daughters in the photos Nadine had shown him. So like Nadine herself.
It would make a great story, if only he could tell it.
before his father died and Cal inherited the settlement from the construction company, he made his living moving furniture in Tunica, a
town up in the Mississippi Delta. It was different up there, all flat fields
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of cotton and sunflowers and bright-orange dirt. He felt exposed, too
out in the open, naked without all the tall pine trees in Jackson crowding
out the horizon. It was a feeling he never got used to, though he lived
there for four years. But right now, in his Pontiac with the top down,
driving up the narrow Natchez Trace Parkway on his way to Vicksburg,
he wishes he could sweep an arm out and knock the trees from his line
of vision, wishes he could see, because he can’t shake the feeling that
something is out there, following. He can’t shake the feeling that, hidden among the trees, zipping along as fast as his Pontiac, is himself, his
double, keeping pace.
It’s been with him all day, this feeling. Like he’s being stalked, shadowed. A glimmer in the corner of his eye, the sense of something looming just behind, gathering shape, bulk, but when he whips his head
around, there’s nothing. He’d had to get out, get moving. Do something
with himself. The only thing he could think to do was go up to Vicksburg, as he does several nights a week, to play the slots at Diamond Jacks,
or blackjack at Ameristar, to flirt with the cocktail waitresses who bring
him his free watered-down gin and tonics. There’s one waitress in particular, Amelia, a girl in her mid-twenties with dark hair and muddy, tan
skin, that he’s hoping will distract him tonight, make him forget, if only
for a moment, that he’s losing his mind over a woman old enough to be
his mother. That he can’t stop thinking about her, though she’s been
gone now for a month, gone longer than he’d even known her.
It’s dusk, the dim violet light fading off behind the trees, and the bugs
coming out, pale flickers in his headlights. He passes few other cars on
the road, and drives for the first twenty minutes in silence. The drone
of frogs, the soft whir of the crickets usually calms him, but tonight,
every snap in the underbrush, each rustle off in the trees makes his hands
clench the steering wheel and his foot bear down on the accelerator. So
he tunes his radio to his favorite oldies station, blares Elvis as he drives up
the dark two-lane road that seems to go on and on and never end. He’d
made a bad decision, taking the parkway. It runs alongside and overlaps
the Old Natchez Trace, a path so old it was beaten into the earth by prehistoric creatures, if the stories are true. Cal thinks they are. It has an
ancient look, flattened and hard-worn, traveled for centuries by Native
Americans hunting bison and deer. Guiding predator and prey alike.
He should have gone up the interstate like usual, but he thought a
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change of scenery would do him good, clear his head. He should have
known better because, more than halfway there, golden oldies still blaring on the radio and the Pontiac’s engine rumbling like an angry animal,
he’s suddenly somewhere else, all over again. Not the parking lot this
time, but pressed up close to a window, hands cupped to the warm glass.
Beyond the window is a small bedroom, dimly lit by one of those miniature antique lamps on the nightstand. Bed neatly made, clean white
bedspread, closet door open and cardboard boxes stacked in neat rows
all along the closet floor.
Then back in his Pontiac, still speeding up the parkway. His hands
shake against the steering wheel. He doesn’t want to stop, doesn’t want
to pull over on this road because the road itself seems to be chasing him,
seems hot on his heels. But he can’t keep driving, not with the tremors in
his hands, his mind having some kind of fit, so he hits the brake, swings
the car over to the side of the road. He grips his head with both hands,
as if to squeeze out the madness, wring it away. But already he’s back in
the other place, back at the window, and this time there’s a woman in the
room. The same woman as the night before, her dark hair loose down
her back, tangled black. She’s wearing a tank top and scant shorts and
Cal can’t help but notice her legs, long and a little too skinny. He has the
presence of mind to duck down, out of her view, when she turns toward
the window, but not before he sneaks a glance at her small breasts, the
outline of her nipples beneath the thin white tank top.
What the fuck is wrong with him? Here he is, losing his mind, and
he’s got a hard-on. Jesus Christ. And all at once he has the urge to cry,
to bury his head in his arms and weep like a child. If he had a mother, if
he’d ever had a mother, he’d want her now, want her to come to him, to
smooth his hair back from his forehead, soothe him. But he’s alone here
in his car, alone on the side of the road in the dark, and he doesn’t cry. He
sits there, listens to the tick-tick of his engine cooling and the reedy buzz
of the crickets and the huff of his own breath. He sits there and waits for
the wave of emptiness, that hollow, gutted feeling, to pass. As it always,
eventually, does.
his father was a big man, his shoulders too wide for the narrow doorways of their small house in South Jackson, and he had to twist sideways
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and duck his head to get from kitchen to living room, from living room
to hallway. His long legs would hang over the stool of his recliner, feet
almost touching the floor as he sat there, sipping a beer and listening to
Cal prattle on and on. Cal would come running through the front door
after school, eyes wild, all but busting with some story—the teachers
were members of a satanic cult, he’d found a troll’s lair down in the ditch
at the back of the yard, the cat gave birth to a litter of actual human
babies. Once he even said he’d run into his mother, said she’d come in a
white limousine with an army of security guards and offered to take him
away with her. (His father slapped him hard for that one. “Your mother
ain’t coming for you, boy,” he said. “Don’t you ever forget it.”)
But to the other stories, his father listened. Actually listened, stretched
back in his chair, big hands resting atop the folded newspaper in his lap.
They were distracting, those hands, and Cal would sometimes break off
mid-story, eyeing the big palms covered in brown calluses, rough and dry
as cured meat. Construction-worker hands. His father had worked construction since he was seventeen, almost forty years by the time a broken
slab of concrete tumbled from the third floor of a site and whacked him
on the back, breaking his spine.
It was his father’s girlfriend who convinced him to sue. “A goddamn
tragedy,” she said. “Somebody’s got to pay. Somebody’s got to be held
accountable.” Her name was Misty and she worked as a hired hand at a
horse stable out in Madison. She was in her late forties, had a daughter
with a meth addiction she was trying to send to rehab. Probably she figured she’d see some of that money if his father won. But she was long
gone, took up with some other man, by the time he did. In the end, his
father never saw the money either. An “accidental overdose,” they called
it. Too many morphine pills, and he died in his recliner, pill bottles and
empty beer cans all over the coffee table, his walker folded neatly and
propped against the wall beside him. “Had a real peaceful look on his
face too,” said the hired nurse who found him.
Because it wasn’t Cal. He wasn’t there, not even in the same town.
Not even close by. It took him almost three hours to get down to Jackson, after he found out, and they’d carted his father’s body off to the
morgue by then. It wasn’t until later the next day that he got the story
from the nurse. “He was just sitting there,” she said. “Had the remote
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in his hand. Like he was relaxing, watching some TV.” When Cal asked
her what was on the TV, what his father had been watching when he
swallowed a fistful of pills and waited for his heart to stop beating, she
was quiet for a second, like maybe she hadn’t heard him. Then said she
didn’t remember, she’d had more important things to worry about.
Sometimes, as Cal lies on the couch in his apartment and flips
through the channels on the TV—a weathered, white-haired man reeling in a fifty pound catfish, women with big fake tits screaming at each
other, beautiful teenagers brooding against lockers, raw, shaky footage
of a high speed chase—he wonders, was it this?
the parking lot runs the breadth of a beige-brick building with a row
of small square windows and a cross etched in the glass of the front door.
It looks too inconspicuous to be a church—no loud stained glass, no
steeples, no flashing signs out front. There’s some writing on the door,
just beneath the cross, but from this distance Cal can’t make it out. He
stands beside his Pontiac, one hand resting on the hood, and gazes out
across the street. There’s the Rally’s, just where it was before. And the
pavement itself seems the same, flat and cracked, gravelly underfoot.
He’s got a purpose. It’s been a long time since he had one of those,
and he likes the feel of it, the control it gives him over his body. Each gesture, each movement of his limbs bent toward his set goal. For two years
now he’s lived off his father’s settlement, no job, no duties, nowhere to
be. Aimless as the old folks who gather at the casinos, as if drawn there
by some force they’re not aware of, as if they’ve been plucked from their
homes and set down in front of the slots and figure they might as well
play some, since they’re there. And Cal has been like that, a lollygagger, a
gadabout, drifting along with the day’s current. Sucked into the night’s
undertow. But not now. Now, he has something to do.
Last night, he followed the woman right up to her car in the parking
lot, reached up and actually touched her hair, the same wiry thick texture as Nadine’s. When she turned to face him, his hands rose up as if
to grab her, and then he was back in his apartment, back on his couch,
panting up at the ceiling. Dread came creeping over him with clammy
hands. He lay there, twisting a pillow in his hands and wondering just
what it was he’d been about to do to her, when it struck him that maybe
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if he finds her in real life, he’ll stop stalking her against his will. Maybe
if he walks right up to her in broad daylight, him, Cal himself, he will
finally leave her alone.
He weaves through a row of parked cars, crossing the parking lot he’s
followed her through so many times in his dreams. He’s a few feet away
from the door before he can read the small lettering beneath the cross:
St. Dymphna Mental Health Facility. A loony bin. Maybe his subconscious is trying to tell him something. Just then, the door swings open
and a man steps out. He’s young, maybe in his early twenties, scraggly
black hair and a sulky upper lip. He nearly bumps into Cal and reels
back, his hands jerking up to his face as if to protect himself. For a second, he looks up at Cal, his eyes huge, the pupils enlarged, shiny black.
Then he ducks his head and hurries off through the parking lot. Nut job,
Cal thinks, and the low lilt of Nadine’s voice seems right in his ear. Nutty
as a fruitcake. Crazy as a loon.
For a moment, he stands there, just outside the door, noon sun so hot
it seems to press him down with heavy hands. Then he shakes his head
as if to wake himself, pulls the door open, and steps inside. Cool air hits
him, an overhead vent blowing his combed-back hair out of place. He
wipes the back of his hand across his brow, tucks a longish strand of hair
behind his ear. He’s in a foyer of some kind, a small anteroom, mostly
bare but for a small side table, a couple of plants, and a list of doctors and
office numbers on the wall. A glass door separates the anteroom from
what looks to be the waiting room—dark-blue sofas and small chairs,
little tables bearing stacks of magazines and pamphlets, a glassed in receptionist’s desk, one of those holes in the glass for talking through.
And a woman sitting there. His woman, the receptionist. The overhead lights throw a glare across the glass, but still, he knows her. The
sharp lines of her profile, fingers flying over her computer’s keyboard, her
dark curly hair done up tidy. Nadine’s daughter, she has to be. He needs
a closer look, needs to be right there, right up on her, and his hand falls to
the door handle. He’s about to push the door open when he realizes that
he doesn’t have a story to offer. No lie prepared for why he’s there, no excuse, no reason. He’d been so focused on just finding her that he hadn’t
thought of what to do when he did. He considers telling her the truth.
My double sure likes you a lot. Or, Hey, I knew your mother. I loved your
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mother. Where’s your mother? Did you know your mother’s a whore? Did
you know she stole from me, stole my whole goddamn life? And somebody’s
got to pay. Somebody’s got to be held accountable!
The door to the parking lot opens and an old woman steps into the
anteroom. She stops abruptly at the sight of Cal. White hair, bifocals, a
real grandmother type. Her gnarled fingers reach for her purse, as if she’s
about to offer him some candy, and then she takes a few quick little steps
backward and he realizes she’s afraid of him, like everyone else. “Goddamn, lady,” he says, fighting the urge to grab her by the shoulders and
shake her. “I ain’t going to hurt you, all right? I ain’t interested.” And he
pushes past her out the front door, thinking how much better it would
be if he could tell her something outrageous, something to make her remember him, the big man at the loony bin, what a character he was.
he follows nadine’s daughter again and again, always at night, always while he’s somewhere else. Even from his father’s grave, where he
goes one late afternoon with a six-pack, sits cross-legged in the grass and
watches lightning bugs wink at him from across the graveyard. He’s
there, a cold beer sweating in his hand, and then he’s inside the woman’s
house, inching down a hall toward a sliver of light. A closed door, lit up
from behind, and he knows she’s in there, right there, only inches away.
His hand closes around the door knob, and then he’s back at the graveyard, flat on his back beside his father’s grave.
He stares up at the twisting branches of a live oak, gray Spanish moss
caught there like flung fistfuls of hair. He’s spilled his beer down the
front of his shirt, and he imagines how he looks, how he’d look to himself, his double. A drunk sprawled on the grass, a bouquet of wilting
roses and empty cans of Pabst crumpled against the headstone beside
him. His father wouldn’t have liked the roses anyway, but how else is Cal
supposed to pay his respects, or whatever the fuck this is he’s doing? He
laughs then, a soft little laugh through his nose. “Paying my respects,” he
says aloud. “Can’t you tell?”
It’s a strange feeling, talking to himself in an empty graveyard. His
voice seems to ring out, to roll over the slopes of grass and rows of weathered gray headstones and winding dirt pathways. And now that he’s
broken the silence, he feels the need to explain himself. “Listen, I ain’t
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drunk,” he says. “I’m just real tired.” Something rustles in the branches
overhead. A squirrel, head cocked, eyeing him with a blank black eye.
“Jesus, I’m tired,” he continues. “Had a late night, you know?”
He doesn’t know who he’s talking to—his father? the dead? the squirrel?—but he keeps on. “You think it’s a woman.” He sits up, runs his
hands through his hair, combing the grass out. “You think some woman’s been wearing me out.” He’s warming to it, his voice stronger now,
louder. “Well, you’re right. Only not the way you think. Cause it ain’t
one woman, it’s a whole group of them,” he says. “What do you call it?
A coven?” And then he pauses, a flash of something—fear?—clawing
through him like a panicked rodent. For a second or two, it all sounds
hollow, wooden. It sounds like a lie. But he needs to keep going, he has to
keep going, and he presses his fists against his stomach, Heimlich-style,
as if to bring the words up by force. All this does is make him cough.
It’s almost dusk, the light waning, cicadas sighing from the trees. Was
it Nadine who liked the sound of the cicadas, who found it comforting,
the mindless monotony of their chorus? He thinks of her, her small dark
eyes, her low, lovely voice. How exotic she was, how otherworldly, a transitory, half-caught creature who at any moment could slip away, could
fold back into the dark from which she emerged. And he knows that
he was not the one to keep her here, not enough to make her stay. Why
should he be, when even her daughters weren’t enough? And maybe
he’d judge her for that if he hadn’t done the same, because his own father, crippled and dying, hadn’t been enough to keep Cal here either.
A chittering like the scolding of a schoolmarm comes from above. The
squirrel, still there, poised on a low-slung branch of the live oak, upright
tail twitching as if in anticipation. As if waiting for him to finish, or to
fail. “Fuck you,” he says to its glassy black eye, and now it’s his father
he sees. What he didn’t see, but imagined again and again, the long, reclining figure of his father, dead in his chair, mouth agape, eyes as blank
and staring as the squirrel’s. His father, who listened, even when Cal was
grown and gone and came back for a quick visit, for a meal and a beer or
two on his father’s porch. Even then, his father listened as Cal told stories
his father knew were lies. Even then, his father indulged him—listened
with his whole body, head tilted toward Cal, hands resting on his lap—as
if all this were truth.
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He imagines his father in this same posture in the grave below.
Stretched back in his coffin, nodding along to the bullshit flying out of
Cal’s mouth. He’d want an ending; he’d want to hear the rest. And Cal,
who left his father alone, left him to the care of strangers for no better
reason than that he simply wouldn’t give up his time to the man who
raised him, can give him this at least. He swallows the last of his beer,
lukewarm and bitter, and sets the empty can on the grass. He sucks a
deep breath through his nose, squints up at a sliver of moon he’s sure
wasn’t there only seconds before, and says, “You ever heard of witches
around here? Take it from me. They out there.” He nods up at the sky.
“A whole goddamn coven of witches, right here in Jackson.”
He’s just saying the words. He doesn’t expect them to ring true. And
for a while, they don’t. But he keeps on, telling how he’d picked up this
pretty young witch at a nightclub downtown, how the next morning
she’d been different, all haggard and mean-eyed, and for a split second,
he sees her, a flash of her pale naked body, the dark circles beneath her
eyes, lip curled at him as if in disgust. So vivid he wonders for a flustered
moment if she’s real, some real woman he’d slept with once before. He’d
like to think about this, to try to place her, but the wail of a siren off in
the distance reminds him he’s in the wrong part of town for mulling
things over. So he keeps on.
And on and on, a harried spider working his fine-spun web, a frenetic
lacework of lies. The words come tumbling from his mouth as if of their
own accord, as if he’s possessed by some lurking graveyard demon. When
he gets to the part about the coven casting a spell on him, there they are,
in full-blown detail, a circle of pale, hovering faces, beaked noses, filmy
egg-like eyes. “After me,” he says. “All of ‘em after me now.” He whips his
head around, as if they’re back there off in the trees, waiting. A prick of
nerves at the back of his neck, all his body lit up, alert. He strains to see
as the last of the light sinks away, as the shadows pool together, gathering
the dark.
“They won’t let me alone,” he says, soft as a sigh, and in that instant,
he almost believes it.

poker face on, his eyes half closed, one corner of his mouth pricked up in
a smirk. Before he goes up to the desk, before he even looks at the woman
behind the glass, he makes a show of studying a large painting on the
wall to his right. The Virgin Mary draped in blue, her arms spread at her
sides, palms up. For a moment, Cal stands in front of the painting, as if
sizing it up, and then he turns to the room and says, “I saw a statue of the
Virgin cry blood at a church down in Louisiana.”
An old woman in a chair near the door seems to be the only one listening. She squints up at him through wire-rimmed bifocals, and he realizes
it’s the same woman from before—the white-haired grandmother who’s
afraid of him. He looks dead at her and says, “All the women were freaking out. Throwing themselves on the floor at her feet.” The old woman
puckers up her mouth as if she’s ready to spit. He smiles at her. “You
never seen nothing like it,” he says, and winks.
It feels so good he’s nearly giddy. He’d like to do a little dance right
here in the waiting room, shake his hips around for all the nutjobs in
their chairs. But he’s got a purpose, something he has to do, and when,
finally, he goes up to the woman behind the glass, he makes sure to keep
his cool. He props his elbows on the counter, bends down to the hole in
the glass, his head slightly cocked and his smirk in place, as if all this is
mildly amusing.
“Sir?” she says. “Can I help you?” Her voice is not as deep as Nadine’s,
but the lilt is there, a melodic under-chord, rippling just beneath the flat
professionalism of her tone. And Cal, stooped close to the glass and gazing in person for the first time at her dark eyes and dark hair swept back
from her face, the smooth olive of her skin, her nervous, twitching hands
playing over the keyboard, can’t help but imagine that one day, perhaps
soon, he’ll coax that lilt out of hiding, hear it in full force. His heart does
that thing again, lurching up to his throat, and he has an overwhelming urge to reach his hand through the hole in the glass and touch her,
make sure she’s real. But he struggles to keep his posture calm, his hands
splayed on the counter. He struggles to keep his game face on because
he’s got a role to play, a story to spin, and spin, and spin. ◆

he strides into the waiting room at St. Dymphna’s with his thumbs
hooked through his belt loops like a swaggering cowboy. He’s got his
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winter's ocean
But, it felt like an ending,
the swimming pool drained for the season
and the color of powder left behind. What felt
like strength was in fact nothing more than
a desire to be held by another body.
I walked forty-four blocks to remember the evening,
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i hold a wolf by
the ears
laura van den berg

farrar, straus and giroux, july 2020

crossed the bridge right into my home,
filled it with amber and smoke.
An animal mouth that did not stay shut.
The shape of the voice; silence on New Year's Day.
Nor do the colors remain the same:
a summer tan, the redness of your blood.
I need to go, I say.
The open palm held the afternoon’s ashes.
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“i want to tell you about the night I got hit by a train and died.” As
far as first lines go, this one beautifully signals the fantastical, spectral
journey that lies ahead—especially because, in the next line, the narrator
admits, “The thing is–it never happened.”
Laura van den Berg’s third story collection, I Hold a Wolf by the Ears,
constitutes a stunning exploration of self in the face of crisis. Her work
mines conflict between husbands and wives, sisters and twins, mothers
and daughters in thick, lush environments. In her second novel, The
Third Hotel, the protagonist, Clare, travels to Cuba for a horror film festival in the place of her late husband. Across convention halls and at the
end of train cars, Clare sees a man who is her husband. Van den Berg’s
second collection, The Isle of Youth, pushes sisters to a rooftop stakeout
in Opa-Locka, mother and daughter magicians onto the stage of a seedy
club, and a woman into her unsavory twin’s shoes. I Hold the Wolf by
the Ears continues the work of its predecessors. In these stories, seltzer
has magical qualities to sedate wives, and a macabre children’s book illustrator discovers her husband’s brother concealed inside a photograph.
Laura van den Berg is a nimble storyteller, and this collection dazzles in
its indictment of our current climate, framing many stories in relation
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to #MeToo and gun violence. This collection explores relationships between women and men, and women with each other, where characters
often are denied the intimacy they long for. Underneath lies told in these
intimate relationships, there burbles a deep sense of betrayal, confusion,
and disconnect, an overarching feeling of anxiety and impending chaos.
While the setups and situations are rich and full of the mystery typical
of van den Berg’s stories, her third book-length collection challenges the
bounds of the short story form.
By upsetting the narrative that is initially expected, van den Berg’s
stories delve into associative meaning and probe how people construct
narratives. “Friends” exemplifies such a turn. The story begins satirically,
musing on the amenities of medium-sized cities:
Sarah had moved to a city of medium size, the worst size for making friends.
A place is a place, she’d told herself upon arriving, but she had never before
lived in a city of medium size. People were moderately friendly. The streets
were moderately busy, the shops moderately expensive and moderately
good-looking.

Sarah’s quest to find something above average in her medium-sized
city leads her to a friend, Holly, a person who is not just medium. When
they take a trip together, things do not go as planned: “‘That city was
not of a good size,’ Holly said. ‘The people who built it should have
stopped sooner or made more.’ Sarah was troubled by the past tense,
as though the city had ceased to exist upon their departure. She took a
long drink.” Unfortunately for Sarah, she suddenly finds that she’s in a
different story than the one she signed up for, yet the turns in each of
van den Berg’s stories are earned through close attention to language,
atmosphere, and detail. “Hill of Hell” begins in the thick of a scene on a
train. Two old friends catch up on the “blood and guts” of the past years.
They bid farewell, and the story zooms through the narrator’s life after
this meeting. The story juxtaposes how she recollects her memories with
the unfolding of her life for years to come.
Other stories do not shy away from surrealism. In “Lizards,” when
wives in a Florida apartment complex start questioning their husbands
about their past, husbands give them magical cans of LaCroix to make
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them more docile. The husbands feel this is becoming more necessary, as
current events bring their own histories under scrutiny. A judge appears
on the news when women come forward with stories of assault. In one
couple’s kitchen, the wife asks her husband about his time in a fraternity,
if he was ever “at a party where things got out of hand.” Their conversation escalates, felt in “thick, humid silence,” in the weight of a glass
salad bowl. Just as the night seems beyond repair, the husband fetches
a can from the fridge. He heard about it from another husband, who
heard about it from another. These mystical cans provide some comfort
against the stickiness of Florida, the surprise of lizards in kitchen cabinets and drawers. The husbands’ idea of how to orchestrate a peaceful
evening is more fetid than the critters slinking through the kitchen. The
magic invoked in these stories draws associations from our reality to dramatize how people grow apart. Though some stories employ surrealism
to unfold character, others achieve this through violence very much of
our world.
The collection’s most stunning exploration of relationships is in “Volcano House.” This story fragments a woman’s recollections of a trip to
Iceland after her twin sister is shot by a gunman and falls into a coma.
The narrator feels a strong desire to connect with her twin sister. There
is something of Freud’s uncanny in their similarity: “My sister and I are
twins, but not the identical kind. Still there is a sameness in the slope
of our cheekbones, in the dark blue of our irises. ‘Like lake water,’ her
husband, Pat, told us once.” As her sister remains in a coma, memories
of their trip to Iceland churn in the narrator’s mind, threatening to
erupt like the volcano that she so desperately wants to visit, breaking
free from the tour group. In a memory, the narrator, her sister, and her
brother-in-law skinny dip at night on a beach in Portland, Maine. The
narrator finds herself outside of real life, “knocking and knocking on the
smooth shell, searching for the door.” This collection’s first-person narrators hunger for connection and affirmation, a strengthening of bonds
worn dull by the years and ensuing violence. The physical environments
respond, becoming heavy, thickening with magic. This maximalist expression of protagonists’ reckoning probes their psychology and unease.
In “Volcano House,” the narrator returns to the same beach with Pat
once her sister is hospitalized. On this night, she feels more intimately
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connected to the world around her: “My skin tightens. My blood cools.
I hear the low roar of a faraway boat. I feel the rippling wake. My foot
brushes his shin. Who have we become while my sister has been asleep?”
Her question exists at the heart of the collection. When planes fall from
the sky, husbands seduce their wives into submission, and gunmen take
down morning joggers, what’s left is to ask what we will become in the
face of these disasters. Who will we be when we lose control? ◆
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all the songs we sing

edited by lenard d. moore
introduction by jaki shelton green
blair, june 2020

all the songs we sing dazzles in scope and variety, highlighting the expansive talents of African American storytellers and poets from the Carolinas. Edited by the founder of the Carolina African American Writers’ Collective (CAAWC), Lenard D. Moore, and with a foreword by
North Carolina Poet Laureate Jaki Shelton Green, this anthology was
published in celebration of CAAWC’s 25th anniversary. Read against
the backdrop of Black Lives Matter protests across the world, this anthology contains a triumphant choir of stories, essays, and poems that
sing from their guts.
This anthology gives body to the community that CAAWC has
worked so diligently to create over the past 25 years—a safe place where
wordsmiths come together to be heard, give feedback and validation,
a haven where literary artists help each other grow. CAAWC’s healthy
and prosperous community is manifested here, as these works transcend
their medium and speak to and with one another.
Many voices, both emerging and established, unite within these pages
to create a vibrant, symphonic ensemble. In the anthology’s afterword,
Lauri Scheyer [Ramey] writes, “In keeping with its well-established
ethos of collectivity, I will refrain from singling out any of the indi-
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vidual authors, every one of whom brings special gifts to this tableau
of aesthetic riches.” I will be taking my cue from this commitment to
community for this review. While a choir appears as one strong, concordant voice, this anthology does not forget the individual voices all joined
in harmony—soprano believers and alto skeptics, baritone angels and
tenor artists.
The most voluminous genre in the anthology, the poetry section
includes sonnets, haikus, ghazals, prose poems, and free verse, among
other forms, all with an attentive dedication to literary craft. CAAWC’s
special love of poetry shines in abundance. Often the poems speak in
call-and-response; some poems pose a question, and other poems answer. These poems seem particularly interested in recalling place, as the
poets experience grounds both hallowed and desecrated through crepe
myrtles, mothers or the lack of, rain, peach trees, prayers, tobacco, blue
ridge mountains, fiddles, mud, and morning dew. We bear witness to
entire life cycles in this section: from birth to death, and all of life’s joys
and sorrows in between.
The fiction section vibrates with dexterous stories devoted to character and place. We meet a mother who leaves her husband and children
to start anew, a young choir singer who finds sanctuary from familial
expectations in music, a brother who compromises with the dark underbelly of Morocco to protect his sister, a woman who finds an unexpected
companion in an injured bird, a soldier in the Vietnam War who cares
for two orphans, and a daughter who journeys with her father to see a
long-lost friend. Although each story is defined by its unique setting,
character development, and narrative structure, each interrogates how
their characters define and create home through the people they cherish
and the histories they carry. Here, homes are not only places for shelter
but mediums for healing and reconciliation, a feeling, a sense of community, or a person that has nourished and helped these characters grow.
Gardens grow and are tended and weeded, nourished and coveted, in
the nonfiction section. Throughout these essays, as plants flower gloriously, provide nourishment, and die, nature serves as a connection to the
fundamental needs of the body and to loved ones and history. The writers and people of these essays are recreating, regrowing, and reestablish-
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ing roots despite our tainted country, history, and lands. There is hope
in the flowers and sustenance that can be grown, the traditions passed
down through homegrown food and recipes, and the beauty cultivated
from grief and polluted soil. Flowers become inspiration and reminders
of the world’s brilliance, in spite of the damage generations upon generations have inflicted.
The anthology refuses to forget history and tragedy—that Black
people lived, worked, and died on southern land while enslaved—but
within these pages persists a joy and a love for family, home, nourishment, the five senses, gardening, and nature. These elements exist in
tandem and reject separation, teaching that while we need to learn from
the wreckage, we need to revel in delight too; we need the practical and
the heart-wrenching; we need tenderness and roughness; we need hunger and sustenance; we need love, and we need death. All the Songs We
Sing composes an expansive and poignant harmony of Black poets and
writers that will inspire and uplift any reader wanting to listen. ◆
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behind this mirror
lena bertone

bull city press, october 2020
originally published by origami zoo press, 2014

lena bertone adds two new stories (“Word Work” and “The Bed”)
to her already bewitching and beautiful chapbook of short stories, originally published in 2014 by Origami Zoo Press. Through searing prose
and striking characters, Bertone strips us down to our cores, as her characters hold themselves up to a mirror and then drop it, shattering it to
pieces. These short stories are the glittering fragments on the floor, jagged and dangerous, but anxious to show you a reflection.
Bertone’s brilliant subversion of the stories we tell ourselves, and
the stories we pass on to others, through fairy tales, fables, gossip, and
nicknames, are full of surprises. In “Better Days,” fairy-tale tropes are
reimagined—the evil stepmother sends her daughters out with money
for milkshakes and manicures; the godmother trades her duties for an
extra night of sleep; and because the craftsman who makes magic mirrors
is ready to end his workweek early, he uses a shoddy spell. Bertone’s characters aren’t your typical cut-and-paste heroes, villains, and damsels in
distress from Disney or Hans Christian Andersen; they are dynamic and
unconcerned with being tropes. Bertone’s imagination delights in these
moments and paints a fuller image of the archetypes that have imprinted
themselves on our cultural memories and identities.
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In “Seven Sisters,” Bertone takes inventory of what is beautiful and
what is hideous with each sister’s outward appearance—they possess one
beloved feature and consider the rest of their faces hideous. The sisters
distort and hide everything except the single attribute about which they
feel confident. They both leverage these qualities and succumb to their
charms: “But her white blond curls fall to her shoulders, and they’re so
soft and shiny that the stranger can’t help but sneak a touch as he passes
her on his bicycle.” This story, along with much of the collection, examines how people—ahem, men—regard those admired features. Bertone
then turns her gaze toward the reader, implicitly questioning how we
perceive someone with eyebrows like “artwork” on an “otherwise hideous face.”
Bertone further challenges the reader through experimental strategies
in storytelling, including a story comprising one long sentence, a story
composed entirely of unmarked questions, and stories that buck traditional points of view. Indicative of her flourish for word games and flair
for experimenting, one story is even constructed from erasure of the previous story. In “Word Work,” word associations and definitions demand
the reader’s attention: “Can the shortest be the saddest, or must you be
faster to be sadder, the biggest sad running saddest and fastest?” These
dexterous offerings at once disorient and enchant, removing us from the
pages and forcing us to reflect upon ourselves.
Perhaps the most terrifying character in this collection is the Magician. He cuts up bodies, assaults and disappears people, sends victims
tumbling through trapdoors, starves and abuses animals—all while his
crowd cheers, laughs, and celebrates. The Magician requires his audience’s “devout attention and unguarded sense of wonder” yet requests
they “leave [their] wallets at the door.” Real or illusive, his tricks’ severity
and the audience’s reaction to them are put to task—how does our appetite for anything that can be considered entertainment condone unsavory, manipulative, and dangerous behavior? The story suggests that
these acts are all for fun and show, but the Magician’s audience draws the
line at certain types of abuse, blurring and redefining what is abhorrent
and taboo. Bertone confronts us with the mirror, demanding why we
care about one person, but not the other; why we lull ourselves into manipulation and distraction. When the Magician saws a girl’s organs from
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her body, the crowd is disgusted by his actions, but unbelieving that the
magical world has collided with the real world. The audience has willed
themselves into seeing a trick or a magic show, but the cruel reality is
right in front of them: “What kind of trick? The Magician asked. Look,
he said. Look: the girl survives.”
Bertone’s light prose renders horrible situations absurd, attacking
with giant, misshapen horse teeth as opposed to gnarled rat fangs. This
collection will make you wince for chuckling at a woman being struck by
lightning and make you afraid of having an arm with a mind of its own.
This is Bertone’s unique talent.
Bertone is part magician, part storyteller, and part poet; she creates a
world where magic and realism collide in Behind This Mirror. Characters hold memories in their hands; mothers turn into horses; princesses
and queens, kings and magicians, are reimagined; and all of these vivid
characters are searching and longing to make sense of their worlds and
identities. This is a collection of stories to be savored, read, and then read
again, from start to finish. ◆
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